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Holland City News.
vol. in.— NO.
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HOLLAND,

47.

For the

Kacnfaetcrict,Kllli. Bfccpi, Z:e.

ileus.

lollnitd (tity

SATURDAY, JANUARY

MICIL,

business Jiredovy.

If

illand (Vy Newt.

I I KALI), R.K.. Manufacturer of and Dealer hi
I Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machines; cor. HHh A River street.

BQLUND Clllf,

•

/

DOE33URG A

*zm

IT

of “City Hotel.”

JOB riUNTINd PHOMPTI.Y AND NEATLY DONE.

Square ..............

1

2
3

*•

........

“
*1 ”
“

3 50

..........

................ 8 00
14 Column ................. 10 00
.............. 17 00
................‘25 00

|

Grand Rapids

prices.

4 BROWER (sncccs-ors to
Dctton 4 Thompson), Engineers and Machlnlsta. See Advertisement.

A17INTEH8 BRO’8

months.
6 M

ing material furnished at

1 Y.

5 (XI
8 00
8 (X) 10 1X1
10 (X) 17 IX)
17 00 85 (X)
25 (X) 40 tX)
40 (X) 65 (XI

Yearly advortlucra have the privilege of three

v

Union School, Mr.

’

II. O.N TlfKOHKTfCALOROUNDS.— The
chief objection brought against the elec

Hon of school

ollicera al

the general

fact

most

is

Republican,or what not.

The opening address, by President An-

Notary Publics.

him who

for the post, hut

to insure success to Hie ticket,

Downie.

IJlNNKKANT.

1)

should rule.

Ilsannuul meeting in Kalamazoo,

Principal of the

y

J., Proprietorof the Pioneer
Hakery; baking done to order; 8th street.

of

elec-

were in nttcndanec. lloliaml City was tion In the spring, is that it throws our
representedby Profs. Beck, Kollen and schools into politics. The political caucus nominates not the man best qualified
Sliields, of Hope College, and by the

H. W„ 4 CO., Proprietors of the
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kind, of build-

1

maxim

good gov-

of all

Associa-

A

17KKBKEK,
I

Bikerlti.

One Hnuarcnf tuu linet), (nonparL'Il.)75 rentw
(or tlrai liiHertion, and 25 cimHm (or oach (<ul)hcquont ititfurtioii for any period under three

licltl

own government and

our

Dec. 28, 29 and 30.
large number ol
J., Planing.Matching,Scroll-sawing and Moulding; River street.
leuclierH from dilTerenl parts of the Stale,

River street.

C HRIDE.Ci. W., Attorneyat Law and Solid
vl tor in Chancery;office with M. 1). Howard, cor. Eighth and River streets.
%

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

3 M.

tion

151.

ernment, that the will of the majority

The MicliiganSlalo Tencliore’

oCOTT. W.
D., Claim Agent, Attorney and

. Notary Public;

Co., Publibubus.

CO., Proprietors
Haw and Flour

Attorneys at Law. Collectof Hugger
11m
Mill*; (Steam
Ing and Pension Claim Agent. Office.East Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

OWAKD, M.

or S?B30SI?TION: -12.00 par year Is idmee.

1

1tlSWOLD A OUT.

1

OFFICE: VAN LANDEOEND'S BLOCK.
0. S.

VAN PUTTEN 4

f)AUEL8,

Emi

•

ASSOCIATION.

Attorniyi.

PUBLISHED’ KVKKY BATUBDAY AT

NO.

exception to the fundamental

THE MICHIGAN STATE TEACHERS'

I

A WEEKLY NEWSPAPER,

WHOLE

1875.

!),

likely

Democratic,

We

admit the

and acknowledgeall the evils which

cell, of the Stale University, on “The
kOKHBURO, II., Notary I’nhllcand Conveyan' cer; office at residence. Ninth street.
Philosophic Study of Literature,’'was attend our popular elections,the rings and
slates, the briberies direct and indirect,
1)081, HENRY I)., Real Estate and Insurance pronounced by all who heard it, (lie best of
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col- be series. Papers on various topics were the illegal voting etc. We all know that
Banking a:d Exchange.
lections made In Hollandand vicinity.
read. The one by 8. S. Babcock, of M’t. these and many oilier evils stain the elec|r EN YON. NATHAN. Banking and Collecting. T7AN Bt’IIKLVKN.O.. Notary Public. Justice
I\ Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eightn and
Clemens— “The Independent Work of the tive system. But these are necessary
of the Peace and Conveyancer. Office HolRiver streets.
land City Ntm, 8th street,
High Schools,” awakened some discussion. evils of a governmentby the people and

pESSINK.Mits

L., Proprietress of City Bakerv;
Confectionaryand cigars:Refreshments in
this line served on call; Hth street.

I

I

l

V

ehangea.

will continue to exist in full force while
H., Notary Public. Conveyancer, He maintained that it was not (he business
and Insurauco' Agent. Office,City Drug
fallen human nature remains what it is.
of Hie High School to lit for College; this
niNNKKANT,Miss A. M., Dealer
Slore, 8th street.
Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths pubThe
question before us is one of a choice oj
Stationary ; Confectionary, Toys, etc.; River
should be done at schools especially established withoat charge.
street.
Pkotograpbi.
edit.
Is it wise or safe to bike the manlished for such a preparatory course; that
An Z before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX sig[RANTERS. L. T.. & CO.. Dealers in Books, T AUDER GIORGE, Photographs and Gems it cost the public too much lo keep up such agement of the most important departnify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
I\ Stationery. Toys, Notions and Candies;op- Ij In all the various styles and sizes; Gallery
on Eighth Street.
preparatorycourse in their public ment of popular riglits,common school ed*
Mr" All advertising bills collectable quarterly. posite City Drug Store, Eighth street.
schools. The representativesfrom Ann ucatlon, out of the hands of the people
PhyileUni.
Boots and Bhoes.
Arbor did not altogether relish this view. and put it into the hands of a small miNNIS. T. K.. Phvslclan;residence, opposite
T?LFEFDINK
H. General dealers
Prof. Beck was called upon and made nority? What guaranty have we of the
i 8. W. cor. Public Square.
Vj In Boots and Shoes; repairing neatly done;
Booki and Sttionery.

Buolncsi Cards In City Directory, not over three
lines.$2.0 1 per annum.

IVALSIL

vY

D

a

W.

Rail RoaiL.

River street.

TTEROLD.

Chicago St Michigan Lake Shore R. R,

K., Manufacturer of and dealer in
Boots and Shoes. Leather, Findings,etc.;
Eighth street.

II

Taken Effect,Monday, Dec. 7, 1874.

NORTHERN

OPRDT8MA.L.&

GOING NORTH.
NlrflitKx.
9

A.

-

30

Chicago.

New

2 15
2.25
2 50
3.09
3 22

4.35
5.20
5.40
5.51
6 28
6.50

05
4.55
2.(0
1 02
12 50
12.16
11.57
11 45
11.16

OiiIThIo.

Richmond.
Hollainl.

ZeeUnd.
Vrieiland.
(Jramlvllle.
Gr. Rapids.

3.M
4.10

A. in.

8

(Injunction.
Pennaville.

1.30

Braga and hedlclnea.

Kve. Kx.

r m.

R5J

4.21

Mail

III.

8

(X)

12.15
3.37

GOING SOUTH,
STATIONS.

DavKx.

x

r.

SON. Dc.lets In and Manufacturers of all kinds of Boots and Shoes; 3th
street.

O

DIVISION.

6.3')

8.05
11.40
10 65
10.41
10

(in

9 40
9.83

r\OESBURG, J.

O., Dealer In Drugs and MediI / cities, Paints and Oils. Brushes. Ac. Physician'sproscriptions careiully put up; Eighth st.

V

8.40

Express.

STATIONS.

Mail.
r. m.
3.10
5.10
3.40
3.58
4.20
4.40
5 10
8.30
10.00

a. in.

6.35
6.07
6.25
7.10
7.28
8.00

Mail.
A.

Holland.

Express

m.

*.

Ollee.
RnhliiAon.
Nunlca.
Frultnort.

v

v

Muskegon.
Pentwater.

General dealer In Dry
Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.;
cor. Eighth and Market streets.

North.
No. 2

No. I
p.

m.

p.

m.

9
8
7
7
6
5

(X)

05
50
05
20
30

4

(X)

12
12
12
11
11
10
9

45
04
0)
27
01
4)
5J

m.

2
2
2
3
3
4
5

15
53
56
80
58
18
10

Mnskeffon
Ferrysburg

Grand Haven
Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

Effect,

FROM GR'ND

Sunday, Augmt

RAPIDS

Express. Mail.

O

a.

fi

55
9 22
9 80
9 45
io no
in 22
1ft 40
10 50
11 U)
11 10
11 22
11 3)
A. M.
11 40
P.M.
9 90
P.M.

Allegan.
Otsego.

14

27
8 35
P.M.
8 45
A.M.
8.50
A M.
2 80
A. M.

fi

5

Pialrwdl.
Coupe •.
Kalamazoo.
Portage
Schoolcraft.

Flowerfldd.
Moorepark.
Three Rivers.
Florence.

Constantine.
White Pigeon.

Oroeeriei-

m.

I^LIETSTRA,A., Groceriesand

Supplie*; t
ready market for countryproduce: a choice
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st.

F

Toledo.

1ft

P. M.
9 35
A.M.
4 05

705
P. M
1 10

P.M.
10 40
P.M.
11 55
P.M.
7 40
P.M.
12 25

Cleveland.
Buffalo.

P.
9
9
9
8
8

^pE ROLLER. D„

Wagonaaken and Blackiaiths.

I'lIJKEMA 4 BRO.. Wagon and Blacksmith
I / Shop. Horse-shoeing and all kinds of repairIng done. River Street.
Blacksmith Shop;
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
done. Cash paid for Furs.

Gy

ft
ft

ft

sugar,

ft

ft

ft

TIAVERKATE,

II

Beef, dressed ft lb .......................
ft 4
Chicken*,dressed per lb ....... ....... Oft 9
Lard. V lb ............................. Ill ft 18
(j fttP*
17
MEL18, Dealers in Pork, dressed V tb .....................
Hard ware, Tin ware and Farming Imple- Smoked meat, V lb ..................... ft 10
Smoked hmn. tp lb ....................
ft 12
ments; Eighth street.
Smoked shoulders, y lb ................
ft 8
Turkey*. lh ..... .................. ft in
Betels.
Tallow,¥ lb .......................... ft 7

’AN DER VEEN. E„

Dealer In General Hardware; cor. Eighth and River street.

A.M
3 oo
A.M.

.

AN LANDEGEND 4

.

(X)

I

Holland. Mich., on Wednesday evening, Jan.
Livery and Sale Stablei.

o'clock, sharp.

Sec'y.

W. H. Johlin, W. M.

arc opposed to the

and

the comne-

intellectually,he nomi-

nated and elected to school offices— to sus-

pen and active co-operation,to condemn
and overthrow a bud one as soon

as pos-

sible.

The American

Public School is the

boast of our free institutions,the
anti

crown

dower of our republican form of gov-

ernment.

It is not perfect in its organiza-

tion nor Its administration.No hitman

first

system is. But

course and in favojxJi the second, for the

it

is

advancing in the in-

and usefulnessyear by
following reasons, which we ask leave to
year. It has fought many battlesand will
stale through your columns.
he called to fight many more. But we
I. On practical grounds.— Under
have faith to believe that not only elsethe provisions of the old law, two school
trinsic excellence

where throughout our land, hut also here

trustees were elected annuallyfor the lerm

of three years, by the

district at a

in Holland City,

meeiing

ous and what

of the legal voters, held in September.
of
Now how did this law work in practice?

We

are all familiar with the history. In

brief it was this:
ids,

it

it

will

come

off victori-

ought to be, a faithful ally

the church and of all what is pure and

good, provided all our citizens wish to

A

make

it

so.

handful of individu*
Civ is.

never within our recollection more

than one hundred, if so many, representI

The

proper-

will of the late G. B. Lamar, who,

before the War, was one of the largest cot-

Wood, Staves, Etc,

district, elected the members of
ton-planters and slave-ownersin Mississiphoard. In other words, the election pi, and w ho made his name quite general50 of school trustees and practical control ly known by his cotton claims, was admit0) and management of our schools fell into led to probate recently in New York.
00 the hands of the few who met from year
One of Hie provisionsof the will directs
Staves, Ticrrc, ‘‘
12 00
Heading holts, soft wood ........... 3 00ft 3 50 to year at the school house. It was im- his executors to press Ids claims upon the
Heading holts, hardwood ................... 150
practicable to secure a full attendance; Government for upwards of 7¥(KM) hales of
Stave holts, softwood .....................
3 50
Stave bolts, hardwood .....................
4 00 the great mass of the people could not or Cotton which, he alleges, were Illegally
Railroad tie*, ...................
12
would not leave their business to attend seised during Hie War by the Treasury ofGrain, Feed, Etc.
to this matter, however important, and the ficials, and to give $100,000 of the amount
[Corrected by Hie “Hugger Mill*.)
result was the tox populi was not heard. to tiie Common Council of Augusta, Oa.,
Wheat, white ¥ bushel ......
. 95 ft $ 1 00
Corn, shelled U bushel ............. (0) We do not think any individual or set of to establish and sustain one or more hosOat*. U bnshel ........... ......... ft 50
individuals was to blame for this. It was pitals for colored persons, who have been
ty

iENDER, G. II. Livery and Sale Stable; new
I barn: opposite City Hotel; Market street.

47-ly

J^OOXK. II.. Livery and

F.

Sale Stable; Market

street.

:

Holland City Lodge. No

seek

is to

tain a wise administrationby voice and

the hoard in the expenditure of public

We

see to it Hint only

tent, morally

spring election and limiting the powers ol

money.

to

00

of the

Hie

.

opposite the
opposite
'
V. 4 M. L. S. R. R. Depot: good
Lotto*.
F. & A. M., will In* held at Masonic Hall, accommodation; building and furniture new.

0-

therefore in its essence po

“

A Rroular Cnmninnirntionof Unity

I. o. of

meeting of best men to

ing perhaps one-third of the luxe

Cordwood, maple, dry .................... $ 3
*• green ...................
/"i IT Y HOTEL E Kiai.ooo 4 Son, Proprietors.
beach, dry ....................2
L'1 Built in 187:4: Furnishedinelegant style, and
*• green ..................
a first-class hotel throughout.
Hemlock Bark ........ ........... 4 5Hft,5
PHOENIX HOTEL J. McVtc-u Proprietor; Stave*, pork, white oak, .............ftlO

F. Sc A. M.

O. DoEsnuuo,

litie

amend the present law by making
all the members of the Board of Education
elective by Hie people at the annual

$

is

belonging to the state and

to purify the popular elecHon— for the

er to

**
“

J.

liiicnl,ie .

nothing else. The true remedy
Mr. Editor — At the

(Our iIMftS.

$

firm the Trains. Eighth street.

20, at 7

the state and

Fbr the Holland City Aeve:

Watchei and Jewelry.

Retail Dealer In Dry Goods,

ETNA HOUSE. P. Zai.sman, Proprietor
1\ First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and

Ifll.

A.
Holland, 'J$n. 4, 1875.

P

TY

V

the oilier. If the adminis-

was an illustration of the Darwinian vicious, the true remedy is not to lake it
of “the survival of the fittest ;” from the people on the specious plea that
for there was a large proportion of intel- it should not he mixed up with politics,
lectual-looking men and women present. for the whole system Is an outgrowth of

T?LIEMAN.J.. Wagon and

V17ERKMAN

AM.

is

I

V

12 01

administeredby the people and for

the people, so

doctrine

& DE VRIES. General Retail
Produce, Etc.
Dealers, in Dry Goods. Groceries, Crockery,
Hats and Caps. Flour, Provisions, etc,* River s‘t. Apple*, t? hn*hcl ................
(fc
fit)
Bean*, V bushel ...................1 25
1 Wi
117 E REMAN. H. I).. nenlerTrTDr?Goods, Gro- Butter. V 1h .................... do
v
ceries.Crocke'y, Flour 4 Provisions.New (’lover*eed, P bu*hcl ........... (fc 4 fid
Store, Eighth street.
Egg*, V dozen ...................
22
Honey. V lb .......................
18
25
4 SONS. ({. nernl Dealersin Drv Hav, V ton ..................... ft 12 00
Goods, Groceries.Hats and Caps, etc.'; Hide*, green ^ ^ ................
’
Grain. Flour and Feed made a speciality;River st. Maple
.................
Onion*.V bn*hel ...............0 75
1 00
Bird wire.
Potatoes. V bushel ............... 50
55
Timothv Heed, bushel ...........
2 50
G J. 4 SON. 1st Ward Hard- Wool, $ lb... ...............
ware Store; sell cheaper than any other;
8th street.
Meats, Etc.

10

is

ROLLER, O. J.. General dealer In Tobacco,
it
Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.

A

No.

to he

The one

school the child.

Glancing over Hie assembly,we thought tration of school affairs be defective or

V

45
35
25
05
40
32
15
"0

common

the

the faculty ol observationin the child.

\7AN PUTTEN

(Ht

ele-

of direct charge, The state is the mother;

itis

Staves, Wood and
. Bark; office at his residence, Eighth street. education;especially the

Grocerieir,etc. ; Notary Public and conveyancer; office and store, cor 9th and Market street.

M.
30
15

A M.
8 50

1

of

leaning towards some

A LBEUS 4 WYNNE, Jewelers and Watchma- citizens,called to propose amendments to
i\
kers. The oldest establLhment In the city; our city charter, the principalsubject beBlacksmithsl.op in rear of Nt re; Eighth street.
Eighth street.
fore the house was the school laws. Two
General Bealen.
IOSLIN 4 BREYMAN. Watchmaker*.Jewel- counter propositions were advocated,one
•I era. and dealers In Fancy Goods; cor. Eighth
I ^UURSEMA J. 4 CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,
and Market atreels.
to return lo the old school laws in force
I / Groceries, Crockery,glassware,Hats, Caps,
Clothingand Feed; River street.
before the adoptionof the charier, Hie oth-

8
8
7
7
7
7
« 31
fi 12
fi 02
5 52
5 41
5 28
5 21
P.M.

5

with a
methods in
developmentof

not always with approbation, but

ANTER8, R., Dealer In

kind and degree of

a certain

Herbert Spencer was often quoted, mentary instruction for his children, free

rPE VAARWERK.G..L,Family Supply Store;
1 a choice stock of groceries always on hand.

1874.

fi (X)

Chicago.

hobby.

Stavei, W:od, Bark, Itc.

'K

SON. General Dealers in
Furniture 4 Coffins; Eighth street. See advertisement.

7 (X)
8 00
8 10
9 05
11 (Al
11 30
1 00

M.
10 20
10 ''5
9 50
9 35
9 25
9 15
8 50
8 ‘22
8 13
7 56
7 40
7 14
7 (N)
fi 48
6 38
fi 28
fi 17
fi 10
A.M.

Hopkins.

35

8
fi

M., Agent for Grover and Baker's Sewing Machines; Eighth street.

11.. 4

Scoth.
No. 1

A

Grandville.
Bvron Centre.
Dorr.
Hilliard*.

Natural science seemed the prevailing right to

I^ANTKRS, A.

nit lire. Curtains.

p EID8EMA J. M.. 4

tain rights on the citizen,among them the

his lively manner caused amusement.

Sawing Ka:hinei.

Tobacco and Cigars.

Express. Mail.

Grand Rapids.

dealer In

Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.
the Radiate*. Though rather discursive, tion to the state. The stale confers cer-

Feed. Grains and Hay. Mill stuff. 4c.. Ac. Labathe's old stand. 8th street.—See Advertisement.

TO GR'ND tUPIDS.

STATIONS.

A. M.
7 30
7 47
8 01
8 18
8 28

P. M.
4 3.)
4 45
5 no
5 16
5 26
5 35
5 55
6 22
fi 30
6 45
7 'X)
7 23
7 42
7 52
fi 03

23,

Every attempt to violate the manageTuesday evening. He illustratedhis remarks by drawings on the blackboard. ment of our public schools rests on a false
He spoke specially of the sub divisions of theory of the relation of popular educa-

Saidlen.

CO., Dealers in all kinds of FurWall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc.; River street.

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern R. R.
Taken

R. A.. Surg(*on. Physician Ohsletri-

Furniture

Qolag
No. 3
p.

moral culture. Prof. J. M. B. Sill, of and net ns honestlyand wisely as practiDetroit, gave a lecture on Natural History, cable in this poor world of (Hire.

clan. Regular graduatedand’ Licensed. Office at residence, corner 9th and Fish street.

LOOTER & HIGGINS. Dealers in. Flour and

O

Monday ^June 22, 1874.

STATIONS.

O

Flour and Feed.

Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.

SfllBY

QGHOUTBN,

force of public opinion, they will decide

lectual training is the proper bases for

I>

VfEYER

Effect,

public squire.

nERTSCH, I).

Al

Taken

site

yAUPKLL, II., Manufacturer of and

See advertisement.

* - - •

9.20
8.58
8.45
8.15
7.45

was well-written and exceedingly interes- mass of Intelligentvoters,satisfiedthat in
that intel- the long run, under the Hlent hut potent

T EDEBOER, F. S., Physician and Surgeon;
ting. Miss Chittenden argreed
I j Officecorner Eleventh and River street oppo-

9.55

12.15
11.30
11.35
11.17
10.55
10.35
10.05
8.23
7.00

New Holland

tn.

public square.

Druggist & Pharmacist:a full
stock of giMtds appertaining to the business.

Bry Qocdi.

GOING SOUTH.

customed to rely with confidence on the
T EDEBoER. B. Physicianand Surgeon: Offire “School Work, in its Relation to the MorI j corner Eleventh and River street apposite
al and ReligiousCulture of the Pupils,” sound common sense ami honesty of the

\17AL8H HKBKR.

SOUTHERN DIVISION.
GOING NORTH.

Dealer In Drugs, Medl-

cines, Paints. Oils, etc.; ProprieiorofDr.
W. Van Den Beuo’s Family Medicines; River St.

9.01

Il.tX)

AN PUTTEN, Wm.,

7

1

wisdom And purity of that minority?
J)LANK N.. Surgeon. Physician and Ohsiestrl- some remarks in this connection.
I * clan. Office and residence, Ninth Street,East
The articleby Prof. A. George, of Kal- Rings and slates, wheels within wheels
of Cedar Street.
amazoo— “Cultureof Teachers Outside of and wirepulling are unfortunatelynot
/CARPENTER,J ll„ Physician, Surgeonand Ac- their Professional Work,” was able. That confined to the caucus and the polls. On
\J conchant. Office and residence on Bth street.
Strangers are requested to Inquire at Van Button's. of Miss Chittenden, of Ann Arbor— great public questions we for one aje ac-

.

.

.

IndependentOrder VTIBBELINK. J. H.. Livery and Sale Stable;
. of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings «t Odd
iv good accommodation for hor»es; 9th street, Buckwheat. V bushel
80
Fellows’ Hall, HollandMich., on Tuesday Evening
near Market.
Rye, V bushel .................. *80
85 the vice of the system, proved to he such
of each week.
Bran. V ton ....................... ft 16 00
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
Beat Karketi.
Feed. » ton ..... ........
WOO by the experience of many years, and
Otto Breyxan.N. O.
••
V 100 lb ...... ................ 170
R. K. U*ALD. Itec Sto'i.
whatever we may think or say as to the
IT' LEYS, P.. First Ward Meat Market; beat of
Bariev. »
.............. 175
U. A. Schouten, /'Vr.
47-ly
iv Meat* always on hand. Eighth *trcct.
Middling, 100 lb ................. 150 duty of the people to attend these meetFlour. V 100 lb ......... .........
« 00
.TTUITE. J.. Do-alerinall kind* of meats and Pearl Barley, p 100 lb ..............6 00 ft 7 00 ings, the fact remains, they were not there,
Iv vegetable*;Meat Market on 8th Street.
Buckwheat Hour. V 100 lb .......... 3 75 and in our opinion would not he there
\7AN DER HAAR. H.. Dealer In Kre*h, Salt. Fine meal. V 100 lb ...... ......... 2 00
192.

'

............

ft

slaves,and their descendants, giving pref-'
erence to those which belonged to or were

'

&e>.

-r

100

%
Nathan Kenyon, Banker.

hired by

Lamar himself, especially to

pro-

vide for the old, the docrc|»»l, tho blind,

'

the deaf

and dumb, tho

insane, and the

care of lying-in females for nrtl more than

.

HOLLAND, MICH..

and Smoked Meat* and Vegetable*; paper
and twine; 8th atrect.

If

sold at
]05

my

offire.

_____

N.

KENYON.

j

six weeks on each occasion.

As

these

have been sell led by the Governor the generaf ment since tho making of the will, tho
management of sell jol matters. So far as proceeds, of course, will he devoted to the
known to us, it was on the whole Judici- noble and* humane purposes suggested by
ous. We consider the question on general the testator, the fruits of tlieir labor thus
grounds, and insist that ns a matter of fad, proving a compensation lo the ex-slaVea
the other hand

Dost a general Banking, K ehangJ, and Collection bmdne**, ColU-etlon* made on all point*
Inthe United Staton and Europe. FartlgilaraitenKerehfit Tailors.
tlon paid to the collection*or Bank* ana Banker*.
Remittance* made on day of parmenL All btt*l- ; TYOBMAN. J. W.. Merchant Tavlor, and Dealer
n-*8 ent runted to me *hall hlave prompt atten- 1 I) In ready made clothing and Gent*’ Purnl*hlion. Interest allowed on Mine dejMndt*. *ubject Ing Good*.

we

find no fault with th« claims

action at these meetings

old, make more money at work lor us In their
pare moments,or all the time, than at anything
W.. Merchant Taylor. Cloth pnreha*cd elsewhere, will be cn'tto order. Repairing else.' Particularsfree. Address G.Stinton 4 Co.
the
50-ly
I Portland, Maine.
! promptly attended to. River street.

to checkat sight. Foreign exchange
chance bom
bought
and sold. Ticket* lo and from all point* in Europe j

On

were the same law in force to-day.

V

\70R8T,

V

...

............

management of

.........................m

__

our schools were an

•

_

ikt

_______

_____ ^

_____

for the bitternessof their former ^erviiude.

_

A ____
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MICHIGAN.

GOSSIP.

An Ancient Chronometer.
Among the articles on exhibitionat a
recent meeting of the Rhode Island
Historical Society vim the veritable
watch worn by Roger Williams when
he landed at Plymouth Rock. It is in
good condition, and

still

running.

Representative Lawrence, of Ohio,
has introduced in Congress the follow-

ing proposed amendment to the Constitution

Election Returning Board in

hazards the Spain. The command of the army has been
recent decis- quietly transferred from Marshal Serrano to

all

its

ion as right in law and in fait.

The East.

Having completedits labors at New York,
Tub order of Judge McCue, of New York,
the Pacific Mail Congressional Investigating
requiring Theodore Tilton to give a bill of
Committee has returned to Waihington and
particnlare in hie suit against Henry Ward
resumed its inquiries-in that city.... Rumors
Beecher has been reversed by the Appellate
of the resignationof Gen. Spinner and other
Conrt.

officersof the Treasury Department, in circu-

Mr. Fbench, Chairman of the Legielative
Committee on Retiervoirf,vimted Haydenville,

lation lately, are denied.... A

Washingtondis-

patch of the 3d inst. says:

“The

subject of

Mass., last week, to ascertainthe cause

the recognition of the new government has
not as yet been formallyconsidered by the
faulty engineering,faulty material, and faulty
President or cabinet,but, from the talk in
building, and that the dam was not wide
diplomaticcircles, it is evident that the

of the late disaster there. His verdict was

enough, the stone not suitable, and the grout-

United Htates will not hasten to recognize Mie

ing not good enough.

After four years

of

estrangementand en-

mity and efforts to avoid enconntering each

ComatltutionalAmendment.

the necessityof sustaining at

other in a final conflict, Henry Ward Beecher

and Theodore Tilton have

at length met

face to face, the great trial having

commenced

at Brooklyn, in the City Court, before Judge
Neilaon, Jan, 5. Three jurors were chosen.

:

The West.

Ait. — . No claim against the United States

governmentof Isabella’s eon."
Secretary Fish is reported by a Washington dispatch as having no doubt that tho indemnity from Spain for the Virginias outrage will be secured, with the amount fixed
by arbitration, as was the case in the settlement with Great Britain.... Tho friends of
free Cuba in Congress have determinedto
introduce and press to a vote at as early a
day as possible a reaolution organizing
the independence
the ialand....
A female lobbyist is now said to have dis-

presentedin pursuance John Goodman, the murderer of the Hayten years after wood family, several mouths ago, was hanged
having legal right and capacity to do so, or at Ottawa, Ohio, on the 30th nit., after conwithin such less period as may be prescribed fessing his crime 'on the scaffold.... John bursed par. of the $750,000 paid out by the
by law. A claim rejected by an authorized Murphy was executed at Carson, Nevada, on Pacific Mail Steamship Company, and to have
officer,or reported adversely by a committee the same day. for the murder of J. R. McCol- inveigleda number of Congressmen with it.
shall be paid unless

of

of law by the claimant within

of either honse of Congress, shall not be re-

examined or

paid unless within six years after

such rejection or adverse report.

A Singular Will.
Col. Bamnel J. Anderson, a noted

Southern politician of the old school,
recentlycommitted suicide at Atlanta,
Ga., by blowing out his brains with a

He had previously made his
and among other bequests was

pistol.
will,

tne following:

my

pistol,with

1

Te Robert

Toombs—

my recommendationthat

he rid the world of his presence by imitating

my example.”

vised as to whether the

We are
ex-

not ad-

Senator con-

— A

party of Indians, belongingto
Spotted Tail's band report a gang of twentyone miners encamped in the Black Hills. They
were not molested, hot their intrusion reported to Indian Agent Howard....
Two notorious horse thieves and murderers,
named Fox and George Alexander, were
killed last week near Ocmulgeo, Indian Territory, by Detective York, of Springfield, and
another notorious outlaw, named Kinoh
West, was mortally wounded.... The Dakota
Legislature has passed a law forbidding the
levyingor collection of taxes in aid of railinm

New Orof much rejoicing
Gen. Laserna. It is also announced that among the Republicans.The former deGen. Dorregary and other Carlistsleaders nounced Gen. Sheridan’s statementthat the
have given in their adhesion to Alphouso. city was in a state of lawlessness in round
terms. The Cotton Exchange mot and
The King’s now ministry is composed as fol- adopted condemnatoryresolutions. The
lows : Castro, Minister of Foreign Affairs
Merchant' Exchange passed resolutions
similar purport.
meeting
Cardenas, Justice;Jovollar, War; Salvcrra, of
of Eastern, Western aud Northern merchants
Finance; Helices, Marine; Rabledo, In- was called at the St. Charles Hotel in the
terior; Orovio, Commerce; Ayala, Colonies
evening, at which astonishmentwas exIt is reported tb&t one of the first acts of the
pressed at Gen. Sheridan’s dispatch.The
new Ministry will be to telegraph to the Cap- expressions against Sheridan on the streets
and in the hotels were extremely bitter.and it
tain-Generalof Cuba to exercise a conciliis even asserted that threatsof ssssstination
atory spirit, and to pacify the Cubans by re- were indulged in by some indiscreet Demoestablishing,as far as possible, a cordial un- crats.
derstandingbetween the home and proThe National Debt.
vincial governments and Creoles ...Foreign
nation among the Conservatives in
leans, and was the source

;

A

a

;

mails bring news of the death of Mrs. J.
The last public debt statement shows an inLothrop Motley, wife of tho American his- crease of the national indebtedness during
torian, and former Minister to the Court of December of $3,659,967. Appended are the
St. James; Ledru Rollin, tho Communist officialfigures:
$1.167, 0M, 100
loader, and the Duke of Montrose.... Sixty Six percent, bonda ....................
thousand colliers in South Wales have struck

Five per cent, bonda ................... 560,525, 2U0

work in consequence of reduction of wages.

Total coin bonda ..................
$1,713,010,300

The

King of tho Belgians has formally Lawful money debt ....................
$ 14,078,000
recognized the now King of Spain, and has Matureddebt ..........................
19,122,390
telegraphed the congratulations customarily

Legal tender notes ..................... 8112,072.317

Certlflcateaof depoait .................
41,200.000
accorded to a new government. The blessiug Fractional currency ................. 40,390,698
23,640,600
of the Pope has been conferred upon the Coin certificates .......................

new King. Tho European powers

will, it ia

Total without interest ............. $ 493,203,515

thought, hasten to recognize him.... A great

....The House Committee on Public Lands famine

Total debt .........................
12,240,014,206

decimating the population of Asia

is

Total Intereat ......................
$ 30,724,477
European governments have taken
all applicationsfor land grants for railroads.
measures to prevent the importation of Amer- Cash in the Treasury, coin .............82,587,442
lu the Treasury, currency ....... $ 13,952,931
They have decided,in the cases where ican potatoes infected with the Colorado Cash
Specialdeposits held for the redemption
bills are reported favorably, to recommend beetle..,. The latest dispatches from Spain
of certificates of deposit, as provided
............................... 41,300,000
that only a right of way be granted, with twenty deny the report of the death of Espartero.
acres for station-house purposes at suitable The loss of life in the burniug of the ship
Total in the Treasury .............. $ 137,740,380
distances.... A Washington telegram of the Cospatrick same up over 500 souls.
Debt lees cash in Treaeury ............$1,142,598,302
5th says that at a Cabinet meeting that day the
The Mexicao government has entered into
Louisiana question was the subject of much a contract with the International Railway Increase during December ............. $ 3,669,907
Dfcreasesince June 30, 1874 .......... 489,939
discussion.“The administration," it is Company of, Texas, by which tjiat govern- Bonds issued to the Pacific Bailroad
Companies,interestpayable in lawful
added, “is well satisfied that Gen. Sheridan ment grants a subsidy of about $20,000 a mile
money, principaloutstanding ........ 64,023,612
is in every way competent to carry out the to the International Company. This, it is Interestaccrued and not yet paid ...... 1.938,706
Interestpaid by United Htates ......... 24,326,390
roads or corporations.
ideas of the general government respecting believed,will insnre the completionof the
Interest repaid by transportation of
Considerableexcitementhas been caused whatever participationit may be thought road, and place the City of Mexico in direct
mails, etc ............................
6,601,83*
in Ban Francisco by the fact that the proprie- necessary to take regarding affairs in Louisi- communicationwith Bt. Louis and the East. Balance of Interest paid by United
...............................
18,723.558
tors of the Cornell watch factory have deter- ana. These, as now understood, constitute .... Another of those terrible disasterswhich
mined to employ Chinese in ail depart- sn indorsement of the report of the Return- are so frequent in the coal mines of England,

have adopted a definitepolicy with regard to

Minor.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ments. Seventy operativesfrom Chicago ing Board, and the maintainingof tho au- occurred on the 5th inst. By a fire-damp eximitating the example of the rash An- have protested,and several have thority of the Legislature reported elected by explosion in Yorkshire ninety lives were lost.
been discharged.... An explosion in a that Board."
The new Grand Opera House was opened
derson. Most likely he will not.
coal mine, near Evanston, Wyoming,
at Paris on tho evening of Jan. 6, with great
Political.
recently resulted in the death of
The Ohio Lfgislature will probably change ceremony and brilliant display. Among the
Sulelfleof a Clergyman.
eight persons.... A dispatch from Tucson, the State elections from October to Novem- distinguishedpersons present wore President
A most remarkable and shocking case Arizona,says that very rich gold mines have
ber.... Gov. Beveridge, of Illinois,has called MaoMahon, Gen. L’Admirault, the Lord Mayor
of suicide occuned in Washington on been discoveredin Sonora, on the San Miguel an election for Saturday, Jan . 23. to fill the of London, the Duke D'Aumale, King Al-

FORTY-THIRD CONGRESS.

templates accepting the bequest and

Sunday of last week. A Presbyterian river. . .The old feud between the Ross and
clergyman, pastor of a church, hold- Downing factionshas broken oat afresh, and
.

vacancy in Congress caused by the death of

fonso, and ex-Queen Isabellaof Spain, the

Tuesday, Jan. 6.— Ninate— Thurman ofresolution requesting the
President to inform the Senate whether the army had been used in any

fered
way

a

in connectionwith the organization

of

the Louisiana Legislature.Conktiug objected to the wording of the resolution,and

moved

the words "if not incompatiblewith the
public interests,” as an amendment, and a
long debate ensued, participatedin by Thur-

ex-King of Hanover, and all tho members of
the French Ministry and entire Diplomatic man, Gonkling, Morton and others.... A
The
Republicans
of
Connecticut
will
hold
a
ing a high social station, was detected
bill weh passed for tha: relief of Bottlers on
semi-civilized neighbors.A bloody fight has
State Convention on the 20th of January .... Corps.
in the act of stealing a book ; was merabsentee Shawnee lands in Kansas.
already taken place near Chouteau, Cherokee
The old quarrel as to whether tho River and
//otw. —After an hour spent in considering
cilessly exposed in a newspaper ; set Nation,resnlting in the killing and wounding
LOUISIANA.
Harbor Appropriation bill properly belongs to
bills from the Committee on Public Lands,
his house in order ; and, while the bells of some dozen or so on both sides. A disthe Committee on Commerce or the Commit- The Organizationof the Leglslatnrethe House went into committee of the
were ringing the people to church, patch from Yinita, dated Jan. 1, states 100 tee on Appropriations has been revived,and tien. Sheridan in Comtuand in Mew
whole on tho Army Appropriation bill. It
Orleans.
without even providing for his own armed men were threatening an attack on that is waging vigorously. It is of some conseappropriates $39,701,600, aud forbids retown, and bloody times were expected.
There were lively times in New Orleans on cruiting beyond the number of 25,090 enquence this year, as it is said the first-named
congregation,cut his throat. The facts
Capt. E. B. Ward, of Detroit, one of the
the occasion of the assembling of the Lonis- listed men.
are more pathetic than any comment leading capitalistsof the West, died of committee would appropriatea much larger
iaua Legislature on the 4th inst., but, conamount than the latter for those purposes.
upon them could be. The clergyman apoplexy on the 2d inst. He was largely inThe Business Activity of the West.
trary to general expectation, the day passed
General.
was wealthy, and had been previously terestedin the iron manufacturinginterests
off without bloodshed.
The great prairie States show every
Lepine, who is under sentence of death for
of the West, and has probably contributed
suspected of insanity.
The members of the House assembled, the indicationof being in the enjoyment of
murder in the Red River rebellion, has been
more to their development than any other
Chief Clerk called the roll, and announced a business prosperityfully np to the
•
electedto the local Legislature in Manitoba,
individual in the entire country. He was 01
Instructions Needed.
102 members present and a quorum. A mo- average, if not positivelygreater than
....Sir John A. MacDonald, ex-premierof
years
old.
His
estate
is
valued
at
$10,000,The Chicago Inter-Ocean,having
tion was immediately made, amid much con- usual. Money is active at low rates at
the Dominion of Canada, has been re-elected
fusion, that L. A. Wiltz (Democrat)bo de- Chicago, Cincinnatiand St. Louis,
000. .. .A letter from the Red Cloud Agency
stated that “the loose way in which
to Parliament in the Kingston district by a clared temporary chairman. Amid much excommercialpaper being obtainable
states that Col. Henry, with a company of
Americans get married in foreign counmajority of 18.... New postal arrangements citement and uproar, Wdtz took the chair, and
at 7 and 10 per cent. Trade collections
the 3d cavalry, left that post on the 26th of
have been made with the Canadian govern- appointed a Sergeant- at- Anns and temporary are easy, and loans are paid promptly.
tries induces a Washington correspondDecember, for the eastern slopes of the
Clerk. Col. Lowell (Rep.) protested,on bement, by the terms of which letterswill bo
ent to call public attention to the im- Black Hills, to drive out invading miners.
half of the Republicans, against the manner The loan agents at Chicago report that
exchanged between Canada and tho United of the temporary organization.Speaker there has rarely been greater alacrity to
portance of the internationallaw of
Chicago wholesale giocers are somewhat
States on the payment of domesticpostage Wiltz replied that tne manner of org&nua meet interest, while the payments on
matrimony,” the Detroit Free Press agitated over the sudden disappearance of the only.
tiou was identical with that of 1863, in which
principal are large, and scarcely any
Mr. Lowell participated. Five members, not
tartly observes:
should hardly firm of Roe Brothers, extensive dealers in
The English shareholders of the famons returned by tho Board, were declared,by res- extensionsof time are being asked for.
groceries. The members of the firm, consistthink the Chicago people would need
Emma mine swindle do not seom to know olution,members of the House, and took All branches of trade, except iron and a
ing of two brothers, have gone to Canada,
any instruction in legard to ‘loose carrying with them about $100,000. Their how to enjoy tho loss of $5,000,000 by the their seats. A motion was then offered to go few speciallydepressedindustries, are
into permanent organization. This raised a
ways’ in getting married. Judging debts amount to double that sum.... operations of speculators,as Americans do, commotion among tho Republicans, out when active, and nobody would know that
they having sued Senator Stewart, of Nevada, a further motion was made to seat the mem- there had been a panic.
from the divorce business transacted in E. R. Roberts telegraphs from the Indian
Making all allowance for Chicago
and Trenor W. Park, of Vermont, for that bers from the contested parishes referred to
that city nothing could well be looser Territorytii at the AssociatedPress reports
rose-color, it must be admitted that the
amount.... It ia estimated that tho Gov- tho Legislature,the excitemei.t, accompanied
than the 4 loose way in which Ameri- of the troubles in that region have been ernment is defrauded out of $1,000,- with shouts and exelaitations of all kinds, West is wonderfully prosperous, and
was fearful to hear. A motion was more active in business than the East.
greatly exaggeration.The only affray, he
cans get manied ’ in Chicago, unless it
000 annually by the washing and second then put to admit tho members from
say-, was caused by an attempt to introduce
four contested parishes, reservingthe This is due largely to the fact that agribe the looce way in which some of whisky by Indians, near Price’s Creek, and nse of canceled postage stamps.
matter of contest for the Legirlatuie,and it culture is less susceptible to business
The Bureau of Indian Affairs has issued a
them don’t get married.”
their attempted arrest by the Cherokee
was carried amid the wildestexcitement.To depression than manufactures and comcircular letter to the Superintendents and mob a point did the excitement reach, that
merce. But there are other differences
Sheriff and his posse. Two were killed and
Agents of tho Indian Department instructing tho 8orgeant-at-Arms was called upon to seat
Sewing machine Patents.
in the circumstancesof the two sections,
two wounded. No threats or moves wero
The sewing machine companies are made to molest parties or trains at any sta- them to notify the several bands or tribes of members and preserveorder. The House not so closely and necessarily identified
then proceeded to choose Wiltz for permanent
Indians under their supervision that they Speaker, whereupon the Republican members with their differingfields of industry.
again petitioning Congress for an ex- tion on the railroad.
mast confine themselves wholly within the proceeded to leave the ball, but the SerTwo considerations occur to us at
tension of what is known as the Wilson
Chicago elevators, as per official figures,
sought to prevent them, this moment of this character. In the
limits of their respective reservations; that •geant-at-Arms
patent, which is simply a contrivance contained on the Gth inst. 2,373,392bushels
and several scuffies ensued. At this first place, the prices of labor and of
under no pretext must they leave them withpoint tho military interfered.
of wheat, 1,201,401bushels of corn, 486,171
for feeding the machine. The original
out a special permit in writing, from tho
Gen. De Trobriand, with a file of soldiers, the necessariesof life have not risen so
bushels of oals, 22,179 bushels of rye, and
patent was granted twenty- five years
Agent or Superintendent,
entered the hall and ejecte 1 those members much at the West as at the East, and we
333,728 bushels of barley, making a grand
The grand combination of several loading who had not been returned as elected by the believe that what rise there lias been
ago, and about eight years ago extotal of 4,506,871 bushels, against 4,034,865
Returning Board. Speaker Wiltz protested is more readily knocked off. The agrirailwaysbetween tho East and tho West has
tended by the Commissionerof Patents. bushels the previous week, and 3,625,693
againstsuch interferenceon the part of tho
come to grief. Tho attempt was to prevent raili'ary,to which Gon. T. repliedthat he, as cultural and ambitious communities are
The control of it is now in the hands of bushels at the same period last year.
more ready to accept lower terms as the
the catting of rates by competinglines, and a soldier and only second in command, had to
four companies, to whom it was sold by
obey the orders of his superior,Gen. Emory, price of business than the urbane and
The South.
save the expense of an army of taiddlemou.
who iiad ordered him to obey the instructions more conservative communities of the
Wilson for the sum of $50,000. The
E.L. Jewell, the editor of the Now Or- A Now York dispatch announces that tho of Gov. Kellogg. After tho expulsion of the
East. To take a single illustration,the
original patentee, and the companies eans llulletin,was, on the 29th ult., charged combination is dead.
five members wdo had been seated in opposifirst-classNew York and Boston hotels
tion to the decision of tho Returning
who now own the patent, have made with being about to fight a duel and comForeign.
Board— the
being pointed out, maintain the same prices that they
Espartero,Duke do la Victoria,Marshal, one by one, by Hugh J. Campbell reached at tho worst time in the war,
enormous fortunes out of it, and an ex- mit a broach of the peace. He was bailed in
$5,000. This will not prevent a meeting in and at one time Regent of Spain, died it —the Republican members returned and took when gold was highest, while in Chicatension would be simply a charter
Alabama, if Warmoth is reloesed.
Bayonne, Dec. 21, aged 82 years.... The fol- the.r seats. Gen. De frnbriand then ordered go first class hotels *f equal magnifiauthorizing them to charge six times
Chief Clerk Vigors to call tho roll of members
Ex-Gov. Warmoth, has undergone an ex- lowing additional particulars of the burning of
cence charge only $3.50 per day. Westas returned electedby tho B iard. The Demas much fora sewing machine as its aminationat New Orleans for the killing of
tho emigrant ship Cospatrick are telegraphed ocratic members, headed by Mayor Wiltz, then ern gentlemen, goin& to their favorite
cost. The average price now is Byerly, of the Bulletin, and been dischaiged from London : Tho fire broke out at midnight marched out, after again offeringa solemn city, take their wives with them and
on the ground that his act was justifiable on the 17th of November,and within half an protest against the interferenceof the mili- linger to seo tho sights, but when they
about $55.
tary. Iho Republicansthen proceeded to come East, they oomo unencumbered,
homicide . Messrs. Foster, Potter and Phelps, hour envelopedthe vessel nearly its
organize by tho election of ex-Gov. Michael
and stay as brief a time as possible.
The Rom Cate.
the Coogressional sub-committeeappointed entire length. The scene was one of Hahn as Speaker.
Again, if we may judge by the reGen. Sheridan is now in command of the
The uncertainty in which the fate of to investigate the affairs of Louisiana, are the wildest confusion. But .two boats
forces at New Orleans, having taken charge ported rates of commercial paper at the
.The succeeded in getting away, each of
little Charlie Ross is involved is more now in New Orleans taking testimony.
on the morning of the meeting of the Legia- YVest, the banks of that section have
police cf New Orleans refuse to do miltia duty which contained thirty persons. These lature.
painful than ever. When the dying
aided the revival. They have responded
to the extent of carrying muskets to defend
remained alongside tho ship until noon of
warmly to the wants of the business
burglar on Long Island made his conthe Btato House against the White Leaguers. November 19. when the hull was completely Sheridan’s Flan of Dealing: with the
community,
and as money has grown
fession of participation in the abduc....The Congressional committee to investi- burned, and the vessel sunk. The two boats
South.
abundant, have lowered their rates action, it was confidently hoped that, gate the Vicksburg troublesare on the ground then startedfor the land. They kept together
Gen. Sheridan, on the 5th inst., sent the cordingly. At the East, on the contrathough no particulars were given, the taking testimony.
for two days, when a gale separated them. followingtelegram to the Secretaryof War
ry, while money is quoted easy on call
The Warmoth-Jewell duel is off by agree- One of them has not since been hoard of, but Hon. W. W. Belknap, Secretary of War, Waahing- at New York, the banks have been closesolution of the mystery was near at
tho other was fallen in with by the British
ton, D. C. :
fisted in their treatment of borrowers on
hand. It was assumed that, with the ment of friends of the parties.
A whole family, consisting of Richard ship Scepter.At that time it contained five
I think the terrorismnow existing in Louisi- time.— Springfield (Mass. ) Republican.
death of the abductors, the reasons for
Borum, bis wife, two children, and a negro persons,two of whom died before the Scepter ana, Mississippiand Arkansas could bo entirely removed and confidence and fair-dealconcealingthe child would cease to boy, were murdered a few days ago in Lee reached St. Helena.
The latest American tourist in Euing establishedby the arrest and trial of the
have any force, and that his custodians, county, Miss., and their bodies consumed
Severe fighting is reported in Peru be- ringleadersof the armed White Leagues. If rope took a notion to buy a sealskin
tween- the governmenttroops and insurgents, Congress would pass a bill declaring them cloak for his wife. On nearing New
whoever they might be, would gladly with the building.
in which the latter Were badly worsted.... bandit i, they could be tried by a military York it occurred to him that it would
give him up. But as the days pass
commission. The leaders of this banditti,
Washington.
Desertions from tho Republican army in who murdered men here on the 14th Of Sep^ be a fine piece of economy to avoid paywithout any farther tidings, the hope
ing the duties on it. Accordinglyhe
William A. Potter, a son of Bishop Pot- Spain to the ranks of the Carlistsare occurtember, and more recently at Vicksburg,Miss.,
which was excited diminishes, and the ter, and a brotherof Hon. Clarkson N. Potter, ring by wholesale.
should,in justice to law and order and the asked' a female acquaintance on board
fear that the secret to be unraveled in- of New York, has accepted the office of SuThe news from Spain is the most impor peace aud prosperityof this southern part of to put it on aud wear it ashore rs her
the country, be punished. It is possible that, own. She was only too happy to acpervising
Architect
of
the
Treasury,
vice
volves something worse than abduction
taut that has been transmitted across tho if the President would issue a proclamation
commodate. She wore it ashore acMullett,
resigned....
The
condition
of
Louisiwaters for some time. It is to the effect that declaring them banditti, no farther aotiou
again comes uppermost.
ana affairs was the subject of a Cabinet th6 Republicans and Carlistshave both been need be taken, except tnat wh:ch would de- cordingly,but she omitted to meet the
gentleman afterward, and so the wife
Henry Washington,cousin of George meeting on the evening of the 29th ult., at sot aside, and the kingdom given to the son volve upon me.
of
a prominentmanufacturer of SpringP.
H.
Sheridan.
Washington, died at Shreveport, La., which Attorney-General
Williams is reported of ex-Queen Isabella, Don Alphoneo. He has
Lieutenant General United States Army.
field will have to go without her sealon the 18th of December aged 80.
by the Associated Press dispatchesas urging
bean recognizedby the army and navy of
The above dispatch raised a storm of indig- skin this winter.
Hon. John B. Rice.

serious disturbances are reported among our

“We

men

.

.

.

:

I

*

[Signed]

MICHIGAN NEWS.
industrial progress.
A C0BBI8P0NDKNT of the Chicago Times,
writingfrom Menominee, Mich., reports the

a awamp hitherto bevalaleae, of an immense deposit

diaeovery there, in
lieved to be

the most valuable in the npper peninsula of Michigan. The
iron is of the hematite variety, a kind highly
valued by the furnace men.
of iron, believed to be one of

CASUALTIES.
A bot named John Regan met his death in

wick, residing with his parents and two
FINASCE AND TRADE.
brothers in Grand Haven, aged about twenty
Weekly
Review of the Chicago Market.
years, and depending on manual labor for his
FINANOE.
daily broad, received notice on Christmas Day
Tha
money
market
was without any quotaof the death of a bachelor uncle in Holland,
ble
change.
The
supply
of loanable funds
for whom he had been named, and that his
uncle had devised to him the sum of 160,000 is in excess of the demand, and interest rates
are in borrowers’favor. Rates 10 per cent.,
guilders.
The President has sent to the Senate the with 8 per cent, as the ruling rate for call
nomination of E. Van Valkcuburgh, to be Post- loans. Governmentbonds were quiet, but
as there was no special desire to sell, and
master at Hillsdale.
the
offerings were light, a firm feelingpreA Detroit father purchased a tool-chest for
his son, a lad of eight,

who seemed

to

have

priceB

WBr6

considerablemechanical genius. Up to latest

was thrown down, receiving internal injuries

church of Niles, has put a veto on the further periods, were as follows:

that will probably prove fatal.

Sanilac Jtjfersonianveils of a pioneer

of that county who was married November

®

LOUIS.

OBITUARY.
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Wheat— No. 2 Red ............1 06 ® 1
OoEN-No.2New .............68
OATS-No.a ...................
Rye— No. 2 ...................100®1
Pork— Mess ................... I9
.......................
J008 .........................
6 75 @7

@

56®
60®
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MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— No.

95®

..............
No. 2 .................
90

quote
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®
n01*”*?0’
... 65
®
Oats-No. ...................
51 O
5™ ............................W @
n
2

•

currency 6’s at 117J to 117f and interest.
Latest gold quotations:Ciiicago,1121 to
legs, six nobs from the bureau, bored seven li2|; Now York, 112J, tbe market ruling
firmer at New York, under local influences.
holes through the doors and three through
bbeadstuffs.
the piano-cue, and by the aid of the glue-pot
The visible supply of gram, including the
stuck the family supply of napkins firmly to stocks in granary, at tbe principal points of
accumulation,at lake and seaboard ports, and
the parlor carpet.
m transitby rail, Dec. 26, 1874, and the comThe Rev. Dr. A. Eddy, of the Presbyterian parative stocks at tbe undermentioned

The

Mess .............20 50

Laid— Steam .................131^

accounts the boy has sawed off but two table-

dancing of members of his church.

Daniel O’Neil, of Bay City, whose feet
were frozen in the woods near Alpena a short

We

5-20 s of ’62 at 115J to 116 ; ’65 at 1174 to 118

manner at Pigeon Creek on Monday of last week. He was driving on a load
of ties down grade to the dock, when the forward part of the load slipped off, throwing
him under the wagon, the wheels passing over
head and shoulders, crushing them into a
shapeless mass. James Connell owner of the
team, while attemptingto stop the horses
a horrible

Poai-New

2

..
..

75

WHEAT-Red ..................1 05
Corn— New .................... 68

951
91

ft*

®

1 08

Cats

®
.......................... GO ®

70
62

£«••••; ........... ...........1 08 ® 1 10
19 25
..
Lard .......................... i8j® 141

®

PoRK-Mess ..................

TOLEDO.

Red ............1 11
Amber Michigan ...... 1 09
1874. 1874. 1873. 1872.
69
Dec. 26. Doc. 19. Dec. 27. Dec. 28. Coen— New ...................
Wbe&t . ..11,793,27712,449. 4M 9 269,2046.248,673 Oats .......................... 57

®
®

®
®

1 12
1 10
70
59

DETROIT.

„

® 1 15
Amber .............. 1 09 ® l 10
Cobs ...........................68
70
Watson Abbott was taking up an old well
53
57
tar." The day of the wedding he went a mile
Total bu 20,906,54021,707,97719,412.39522,122,020 Oats .........................
in Lenawee, when it caved in upon him. He
The following are the receipts and shipCLEVELAND.
and a half to obtain the attendance of the
had the presence of mind to put his hands up
raenta for the week, as compared with the Wheat— No. 1 Red ............1 10 ® 1 11
bride, and when the nuptial ceremony had tame time last year :
No. 2 Red ............ 1 Ofl ® 1 G7
to his face, and thus was enabled to respire
been pel formed remarked to her: "They
Received.
Shipptd.
Oo»" .......................... 72
78
until he was relieved something like an hour
ArUcUt. 1875. 1874.
1875. 1874.
tell some pretty hard storiesabout you, but
°at" ........................
67
69
Etou'’.brla ..... 52,697 66.407
afterward.
49,611 60,943
if you won’t ask any questions,I won’t."
VV beat, bu ...... 436.163 979,170
160,729 771,411
Toe body of William Ecbenbroad of SturGov. Baoley sent a quantity of toys and Com, bu ....... 322,053 199,460 155.897 23,969 Cheip Tranaportatlon—
Loweat
bu ........130,015 194,038
33.255 91,368
gis, was found on the railroadtrack three
confectionary to the children at the State By®, bu ........ 11,007 16,992
3.080
7,901
Hates
for
Fourteen
Years.
miles from that place, Saturday week, the
Barley, bu ...... 55,840 83,360
Public School as a Christmas gift.
34,413 53,220
The Buffalo Commercial Advertiser
No.... 13,219 11,566
head nearly severed from it. It is not known
14,469 10 893
Amos James with his brother, J. James, L. Hoga, No.... 58,322 92,687
22,970
24,246 thus sums up the lesult of the season’s
whether ho was walking on the track or fell and his son Vt. D. James, of Sanilac, weigh C»3No ...... 11,112 9,579 o.ooo
8,560 c.vm
6,906
carrying business on the lakes :
from a train while in motion. He was 14 750 pounds and make up an aggregate length
Ine movement in the grain markets was
There is a great deal of talk nowadays
rather light, and at the same time a steady
years old.
of eighteen feet seven inches.
feeling prevails,and as a general lule prices about cheap transportation, but if
At Newaygo,on New Year’s Day, a fool
At Stanton, Wednesday,a young man from were more in sellers’favor. The inquirywas property is ever transported from the
named Adam Egolf, from Columbia City, the country inquired for a Methodist minis- mainly on local speculativeaccount, there
interior to the seaboard at much lower
ben<g comparatively few outside orders, and
Indiana, attempted to show how a man in the
ter. Opportunely the pastor of the Congre- but little shipping demand. The receipts for rates than have prevailed this season it
Hoosier State shot himself. Adam placed
gationalchurch happened along and was in- the week were larger all round than during must be after gome great improvement
the palm of one hand over the other on the
troduced, and the young man cave expres- the preceding week, and continue in excess on railways and steam vessels has been
muzzle of his gun, resting his head on hia
of the shipments, the stock in store raoidlv adopted. Never in the history of this
sion to his desire to be married. The pastor
accumulating. During the past week the
hands and touched the hammer. The gnu
engaged a horse and buggy, and, facing a ‘lock shows aa increaseof 270,000bu wheat, country have the products of the earth
went off, the charge passing through noth
driving storm, drove out two miles into tbe 167,000 bucorn, and 100,000 bu oats. The been moved forward for so small an
hands, tearing them to atoms, and part lodgamount of money.
country and soon tied the young man and shipments of wheat show a moderate increase,
ing in his face. His recovery is doubtful.
“*erf being some orders for export!
The followingtable shows the average
his bride into a.hymeneal knot. Then quoth
Holders were generally quite firm in freights on wheat and corn, by lake and
DEATIIH.
the radiant bridegroom to the clergyman: their views, and were not disposed to
canal, for the month of November iu the
Joseph Tacnchet, a famous Indian, died “ I’m much ’bliged to ye, boss ; sorry I can’t force sales at the expense of lower prices.
years named :
last week at Ludington, of brain fever. Taun- pay you som’then’,but I hain’t got a red ; do The *‘coruer’,incorn culminated on ThursLAKE.
>
--- BANAL. -- d&y-the last day of the mouth-the combiWheat, Com, Vi heat, CVn,
chey was widely known in the State as an in- som’then’for you some time when I get nation forcing prices to 85c per bu, at which
Cents. Cents.
Cents.
terpreter, and smong his own people he was a round to it, though."
figure " shorts" were obliged to settle. The 1881..’......
14.7
25 6
22.5
18<V2
........
preacher, doctor and lawyer,and eminently
14.2
19.6
A Homer minister has married 22 couples ring have now nearly 57,000 bu old corn on
17.5
IMS
.......
hand, and they will be obliged to carry it
........ y.o
7.7
19 6
17.3
the business man of the tribe. He reached durin g the past two months.
18*14 ................ 13.7
12.7
18.9
until tbe opening of uavication, for export,
16.4
1865
........
the high-water mark of Indian virtue, never
........ 12.3
11.5
23.1
20.8
as they cannot afford to sell at its legitimate
LEGAL.
18W, ........
11.7
19.6
16.3
having been known to beg or get drunk.
value— about 70c. The trading in the corn 1867 ........
70
19.1
16.3
Some
months
ago
Benjamin
Luce
and market is now wholly in new corn, and at bet- 1868 .................9.0
Samuel Gbipfin. an old pioneer of York8.3
19.2
16.2
ter
prices.
Oats
were
weak
and
lower,
1889
........
others, of Grand Rapids, obtained a quit
........ 10.3
9.8
21.7
19 0
ville.Kalamazoocounty, is dead. He was 71
although closing a shade Armor. Rye and 1870 ................ 85
7.6
11.9
11.5
claim deed covering nearly the entire business
years old.
1871
........
........ 10.1
barley were steady, but with comparatively
9.7
15.9
11.1
portion of the village of Pentwater, valued at little business . Operators generallylook for 1872 ............... 12.4
11.4
16.9
14.0
Joun Bates, an old pioneer of Mackinac
1873 ................ 7.4
6.9
12.3
10.6
over $1,000,000.Last week suit was com- a better trade during the current month.
Island, died last week.
1874 ........
4.2
9.7
8.7
The followingtable shows the current
Charles Tucker, who was born near Mt. menced iu the United States Court by Henry quotations at the opening and close of the
These figures reveal the bad condiClemens, Macomb county, in 1788, died re- Rector, for the purpose of setting aside week :
tion of the trade during the month of
Luce's deed, claiming that the same was illeOjKninn.
Gmnn, November last What a contrast there
cently.
No. 2 spring
<jo
gally obtained.
Seller February....91 ja
Beecheb Bkinneb, a well-known printer of
is between 4.6 cents, the average of last
82
New No. 2 corn
65V
66*4 month on wheat, and 12.4 cents, the
Detroit, and a former member of the Daily
POUTICAL.
Heller February
c> *
average for November, 1872 ; 10.1 cents
Union firm, died last week, aged 30 years.
Seller May ........71 (ft 71V
The Prohibitionist
have called a State Con71‘.
rejected ...... 6O4© 61
61-,
for the same month in 1871, and 16
At Detroit, Jan. 2. Capt. EberB. Ward, vention at Lansing, January 27, to nominate No.New
2 oats ........... 54^
5:»
cents for the same month thirteen years
the Western Iron King, fell dead in the street Regents of the Universityand a candidate for
Heller February.
52k
63',
No. 2 rye .............
99
%
99 V
ago ! By canal the contrastis quite as
<J8
from apoplexy,aged 64 years. He was a man Justice of the Supreme Court. They will
No. 2 brrley .......... $1.22^1.23
@1.23^ striking as by lake. The average for*
of unsurpassedbusiness abilities, and his also petition the Legislature to establisha No. 3 barley ..........i.i>5 (^1.10 1.05 (41.10
the month just closed is 9.7 cents, for
Haller February.... 1.34
death is universallyregretted. Capt. Ward State constabulary, whose special duty it
the corresponding month in 1872 it was
LIVE STOCK.
was born in 1811, while his parents were mak- shall be to enforce the Prohibitorylaw.
The demand for cattle was active and tbe 16 cents, for November, 1865, it was
ing a short sojourn in Canada. Shortly aftermarket ruled steady and firm, with a higher
23.1 cents, and 25.6 in the same month
MISCELLANEOUS.
range of prices. Receiptsmoderate and
ward they returned to Wells, Vt., their home,
of 1861. These figures must make carThe annual report of the Secretary of State quality very good, showing a marked im- riers sigh for the good old days of yore.
and nine years afterward came to Michigan.
provement all round. Eastern advices were
His father was a light-housekeeper on Lake for the year ending September 30, 1874, shows favorableand shippers were more anxious to
The averages for the entire season
time since, was obliged to have both legs am-

.

and December 15th applied for a
divorce,"claimingthat he had caught a Tar13th Jest,

putated at the ankles.

WHKAT-Extra .................
1 14

®
®

®
®

The

,

„

wheat...

......

....

..

Huron, and the boy’s first speculationwas as

that County Superintendents of the Poor re-

purchase, entering into lively competition;
port 4.541 paupers in the State, with an aver- closing at $5.00 to $6.25 for fair to choice, and
$6 50 to $7.00 for extra steers : $2.50 to $4.50
age cost per week of $1.97 for each person.
for batchers' cattle. Hogs were quiet but
Total amount expended, $444,790.49; amount steady, although with the limited receipts the
paid for temporaryrelief,$158,203 63. One I market could not have been very active; closing at $6.25 to 6.90 for poor to choice light
poor-house was built in Huron county, making
weights, and $6.75 to $7.25 for the same defifty-throein the State. Gratiot, Mecosta, scription of heavy; balk of sales at $6.75 to
Clare, Iosco, and Isabella rent the poor-house $7.10. Sheep were steady and firm, with a
and farm to the keeper, paying a stipulated good demand and well-maintained prices;
closing at $3.00 to $5.50 for poor to choice.
sum for the keeping of the paupers.
PROVISIONS.
Only a fair degree of activity was shown,
The annual reports of the Sheriffs to the
Secretaryof State show that there were 274 trading being mainly on local speculative accouut and for future delivery. Htocks of
prisoners in the Michigan jails October 1,
mess pork large, and of lard moderate.
1873. During the year 8,972 -have been re- Market closed at $18.95 t > 919 for cash and
ceived,making the total number of prisoners $13.40 for February pork, $13.40 for cash audi
$13.60 for March lard.
9.246, at a cost of $4.72 per week for board

-

-
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Gerrli Smith.

The telegraph announces

the death of

which event occurred at
the residenceof Gen. John Cochrane,
in the city of New York. His death was
Gerrit Smith,

sudden, the disease being a combination

and paralysis. Mr. Smith
was a son of Peter Smith, in his day

of apoplexy

CINCINNATI.

Wheat-No. 1

...... 8,993,638 4, <*24, 034 5,814,134 5,695,398
X,t" .....
8*883,229 2,173.181 3,414,084
Barley... . 2,360,066 2,447,778 1,929,016 2,863 865
By« ....... 222.413 203.441 236,860 .......

07
64
58
02

68
62
96
1 27

..............

Barley— No. ................1 25

"

one of the

largest land-holdersin
America, and was born in Utica, N. Y.,
m March. 1797. he graduated at Hamilton College in 1818. Inheritingfrom
his father vast wealth, mainly in landed
property, he was freed from the necesHit v of entering upon any business pursuit, and, in fact, the care of his large
property required so much of his attention as to make it impossible for him to
devote his time to other matters.
Though he never studied law regularly
ho was admitted to practice in the State
and Federal Courts in 1853, and subsequently participated in many important
trials. At an early age he manifested
great interestin benevolent and educational enterprises,and he was most
widely known as a philanthropist. He

was for years prominentlyidentified
with the anti-slavery movement, and his
gifts in aid of that cause were unm^rons

and liberal. From

1825 to 1835 he
was connected with the American Colonization Society, and gave liberally of
his means to further its objects.At the
latter date, however, he withdrew from
that society, and devoted his time more
fully to the interest of the Anti-slavery
Society. Mr. Smith never held but one
public office. He was elected to Congress in 1852, but resigned his seat at
the close of the long term, partly on
account of his dislike for public affairs,
partly on account of the pressing demands of his private business. • Mr.
Smith, though the possessor by inheritance of vftst land<-d possessions,was
opposed on principle to laud monopoly,
and to give force to his teachings on
this subject be distributed partly to
institutions of learning, but principally
to poor people— white and black alike—
about 200,000 acres of land.
Alvfth Crocker.

Hon. Alvah Crocker, one of the oldest men in the Forty-third Congress,
died at his residenoo in Fitchburg,
Mass., a few days ago, at the advanced
age of 73 years. Mr. Crocker was a
self-made man. He began business as
a rag-picker in a paper mill in Fitchburg, and in a few years became partner and sole owner of the mill, and by
earnest, persistent industry soon became
one of the most influential and wealthy
men of the place. He also took great
interest in railroad matters, was prime
mover in the building of the Fitcnbmg
and Boston road, and afterwards the
Vermont and Massachusetts road, run-

ning from Fitchburg to the Hoosac
Tunnel, and which, at that time, it was
thought folly to undertake to build, so

seemingly insurmountable were the
obstacles.He identified himself largely
in pn&hing ahead acts by the State to
furnish funds for boring the tunnel He
took

a great interest in

ters, and,

in

educationalmat-

latter years, in religious

matters, ho being one of the founders

abundantly justify the heading which of

the

EpiscopalChurch in

that citv,

we have given to this article. For dull- and donating nearly one half the amount
ness the season of 1874 is without a necessary to erect one of the finest
When 13 yews old he commenced as cabin
parallel in the history of our lake and churches in the State. He took great
boy on a lake schooner, and soon after went
canal
commerce. There have been times interest in everything calculated to
into the employ of his uncle, Samuel Ward,
in
which
freights touched as low figures benefit the city in which ho dwelt and
at Marine City, as clerk in his extensive wareas they have in any month this year. in the State at large, and by strict inhome, and subsequentlywas admitted partFor example, abont eighteen years ago tegrity in business matters won the
ner with him, and in 1850 came to Detroit and
oats were shipped from Chicago to Buf- confidenceof all who knew him.
went into the marine business,which prosfalo at 14 cents a bushel, but the
pered under his capable managementto a
Industrial Women.
same vessel that received this ruinsurprising degree, and ho grew wealthy
ous rate brought down a load of corn in
Notwithstanding that women are
rapidly. Ho establisheda carrying trade on
tUe fall on a 29-cent freight. " In nearly crowded out of many of the lucrative
a small ecalo between Chicago and Detroit,
every dull year there have been periods industrial occupations on account of
and when the Michigan Central railroad was
either in the spring or fall, when good legal and political disabilities, they
completed he started a line of steamers befreights were paid, and vessel-owners have within the last few years made
tween St. Joseph and Chicago. Capt. Goodwere able to cover their losses and have rapid strides toward efforts at pecuni.DRESSED UOOB AND 8BKD8
rich, now one of the proprietorsof the Good- and keeping-amounting to $60,698.91 for
a
little surplus loft. But during the ary self-supportand independence,
Dressed hogs opened dull, but closed
rich Line, was a steamboat clerk in the em- the year.
firm at 30c to 50c higher, tbe ad- season of 1874 there has not been an manifesting that, when necessity revance being relatively larger on light encouraging spurt from the beginning quires, their sex is no barrier against
ploy of Capt. Ward, in 1855. His chief occuA fine largo deer recently took a turn in
than ou heavy weights, owing to to the end.
their fitness for industrial pursuits.
pation of late was iron ' manufacture,ho the streets of Bay City, and seemingly for the
competition between New YorWmyers. closing
The following table, taken by a conbeing largely interestedin mills at Chicago, fun of the thing, kept ahead of a street-car. at $8 to $8 20 for light and 98 20 to 98 30 for
heavy. Heeds were quiet all round, closing at A CaliforniaLion Carries Off a Child, temporarv from the United States
Milwaukee, Wyandotte, Toledo, and other
The followingis the State Treasurystate- $2 to 92 60 for poor to prime timothy ; $5.60
The Green Valley (Cal.) Union tells census, shows the number of women
places. He also turned his attention to the
ment for 1874
to $5.70 for clover ; 92 for flax ; 75o to 8O0 for
this story : Borne time sinoe a resident engaged in earoiog their subsisteuce
lumber trade, and [ownei vast tracts and
Hungarian ; and 70c to 753 for millet.
BalanceIn Treaaurv Dec. 31, 1873 ..... $ 632,068 69
of Grass Valley had occasion to go to in the various avocations named
largo mills on the western shore.
produce.
Receipts durlug 1874 ................. 2.152,81138
Uborvra ........................
879 312
Siskiyou county, and, while traveling Aifricultunl
Butter
remains
very
quiet;
stock
large
and
Rev. Amos H. Cobb, one of the oldest setFarmers ....................................
32.6S1
$2,784,881) 07
tendency of values to a lower range; packed over Mount Shasta, he saw four large Boarding house keeper* .................... 7,0^0
tlers of Kalamazoo county, died on the (1st Expendituresduring 1874 .............1,891,79451
B87 314
223 to 85c for fair shipping to extra fancy California lions. Not knowing much Domestic servants.. .........................
nit., aged 87 years. He preached the first
Laundresses ............................
dairy and factory; rolls 22j to 24c. Beaus
BalanceDec. 31, 1874 .................. $ 893,085 66
of
their savage characteristics,he Nurses ......... ......................... 10170
nil at $1.25 to $1.75 for Western and $2 to
sermon ever delivered in Kalamazoo county,
8TATJE DEBT.
stopped his horse and gazed at them. School teachers ........................84 047
Sault canal bonds, 61, due July
1879.$ 61,000 00 $2.25 for navy. Broom corn firm. Cheese
forty years ago.
Store clerks ...........................
Renewed loan bonds, 6*, due July 1,
steady and firm at 15Jc for prime factory ; 14c They looked at him for some time, and Music teachers .............................
| g'^
CRIME.
1878 .................................105,000 00
to 14Jc for good, and 7c to 13o for poor to then turned and slowly trotted away. Saleswomen.......................
Two
millionloan bonds, Co, due Jan.
common. Cider firm at $6 to 96.50 per brl for He had no weapons, and had they been Traders .......... ............... ""
George Woolbey, of Pontiac, shuffledoff
L 1878 .............................. 308,000 00
Bookbinders .......................
3J'J9
choice sweet . E*gs were dull and sales slow.
his mortal coil, the other day, by means of Two million loan bonds, 6a, due Jan.
hungry he would not have returned to Boot and ahoe makers ...........
t,C42
iJ resh quotable at 21c to 24o. Feathers were
L
1883 .............................. 690,000 00
2228
Paris green. Reason-tiredof life.
quiet but firm at 6c to 7c for chicken and 45s tell his expedition.When he came to Box factory operative* .............
War bounty loan bonds, 7s, due May
Carpet makers ........................
. g’jj77
A son of Dr. Dayton, of Berlin, has con1, 1890 .......................
364,000 00 to 6O0 for prime live geese. Apples slow at a stopping place that night he told of Cotton mill operatives............
’ gi’gpg
75c to 92 for common to choice. Game hia adventure, when one of the resi- Employes of manufacturingestablishfessed to the murder of the man who was
Total .............................
$1,528,00000 slow. Honey was steady at 20o to
ments
............................
2,498
dents there told him that one of those
found in Sand Creek about one year ago. Non-interest bearing debt ............ 1,588,08564
Hataud cap maks.-i ........
25c for comb. Hops were quiet at
3350
When the body was found there waa nothing
The report of tbe Commissionersfor the former quotations— 33o to 37o per lb lions had a short time before stolen a Mechanics ..................
2 549
Mill operatives.........
8,110
in the pockets except a printer’s rule and a locationof the additionalasylnm for tbe in- for good to prime new and 25c to 30o child under the following circumMillinersand dresamakers .................93,480
for fair. Hides were in moderate demand stances : The mother of the child had
handkerchief, and it has been supposed that sane says that they have accepted a tract of
Paper mill operatives .........
..... .... 3 884
and steady at 7Ja to 80 for green frozen,8lc
the dead man was a travelingprinter. His 307 acres within tbe city limits of Pontiac,at for heavy green salted, and 15c to 16c for occasion to do some washing, and for Hewing machine operators ........ ......... 2 8«0
Talloresses
.................................
97.207
this purpose she had to go into the inname has never been discovered.
a cost of $30,265.57. Tbe citizens donated calf. Hay was dull and weak, the supply
Woolen mill operatives ................... 27J28
being in excess of tbe demand. Prime closure that surrounded the back door.
Rev. J. 8. Smart, of Port Huron, recently 200 acres.
Many of the above meationed emtimothy, 918.50 to 919; No. 1, 9l7.£0to918; She placed the child— a girl about
married a couple who called upon him from
The first annual report of the Board of prime prairie,912 to 912.50. Nuia were steady eighteen months old — on the ground, ployments are engaged in by women
only, bat the census farther shows that
Canada, and when the bride and groom had Control of the State public school at Cold- at 92.50 per bu fer sbelibark hickory, and 91
and gave it some playthings to amnse
several thousand have entered successdeparted Mr. Smart discovered that his over- water has been made. Five cottages,besides for large. Butternuts and walnuts slow at
itself with, while she busied herself
fully upon (avocationshithertoengaged
coat had been exchanged for an inferior one a main building,have been erected, at a cost $1.50 per brl. Potatoes were quiet and dull
with ner work, with her back to the
at 85c to 90c for small lets peacnblowe; 75c to
in by men alone, manifestingthe inof Canadian make. He pursued the newly of 996,831.95, exceedingthe appropriation
85c for mixed. Turkeys were firmer, although child. A few minutes after this she
wedded pair and interrupted their blissful 96,500. Current expensesfrom May 18 to chickens were dull, and other descriptionsof heard a scream from the child, and crease of the spirit of enlightenment,
converse while crossing Black River Ridge, Sept. 30, $11,398.91. There have been re- poultrywere offered quite freely; we quote turned just in time to see a full-grown which makes capacity and skill the test
of merit.
and recovered his overcoat. Starting home- ceived 112 boys and 47 girls, costing 65 cents turkeys at 6c to 10c per lb for poor to choice
California lion leaping over the fence
chickens 5o to 8c per lb and 91.60 to 93 per
ward Mr. Smart missed his gloves, and again per week for each child. The bill of fare is
Accomplishmentsof an Armless
dm ; ducks 92 50 to 13.50. Tallow slow at with the unfortunate child in its mouth.
turned and overhauled the bridegroom,who, bread, meat, milk, hominy, rice, cracked wheat, 7|o to 80. Veal firm at 6c to 9c. Vegetables The mother fainted, and no one else Woman.— An English paper giver an
having made restitution,was sufferedto de- potatoes, apples, and coffee. Five children dull at 92.50 to 92 75 for red onions ; 93 to being near, she lay in this conditionfor account of the armless woman of Jev$3.50 for yellow ; 303 to 45o for turnips5 and some time. When she recovered, an ington, who was married recently. It
part in peace.
died from diphtheria.
50o to 65c per dot for celery. Wool steady
alarm was raised, and pursuit made, says she is a very good reader, writes
During the month of December forty-nine The annual report of the Adjutant-General and very firm
hot no trace could be found of the lost very nicely and rapidly, is a member
convicts were received at the State Penitentishows that seven militarycompanies have
child. Onr friend began to tremble in of the parish chnroh; and has learned
Telegraphic Market Reports.
ary, while twenty-one were discharged and
been organizedeinoe last report, making a
his boots at the recital, and rather re- to play upon a concertina, her feet,
NEW YORK.
three pardoned,making a net increase of grand total of sixteencompanies.
gretted his daring “to beard the lion and especially the left foot, taxing the
twenty-five. The month dosed with 736 conHooe-Eressed........
9 S
m his den.” The lions are particularly place of hands. Among other things,
victs, while it commencedwith 711. The
tono*- ..............
14
It
bold,- and tbe settlers are kept in con- she manages to do fine needle work and
There
was
an
awfnl
commotion
in Flour— Superfine Western ..... 4 00 ft* 4 50
prison now contams more criminals than at
fancy embroidery, which she offers for
1 141 stant fear all the time.
the House the other day when a mem- Wheat— No. 2 Chicago ......... 1
any one time before.
sale. She is a skillful copk, and dresses
No.
1
Spring
......
1
23
®
1
28
ber recognized in the hands of colored
* London has private schools of large herself completely with very little aid.
PERSONAL.
.......................... 97
98
Oats. .......................
69
72
patronage where begging as a profes- Most of her work is performedsitting
A young Hollander named DerkVanZant................ ......7.. 94
95
sion is taught.
on the ground.
a partner in his father’s fishing operations.
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HOLLAND CITY
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VAN SCHELVfiN, - -

[

ORlciul.]

Common

CENTAUR LINIMENTS.

Council.

Wednesday, January

Editor.

The

6,

There U no pain which the Centaur Linlmentawill not relieve, no
awelllng 'hoy w III not anhdue, and

1875.

Common Council met

in regular
no tameness which they will not
session and was called to order by Aid.
cure.
This is strong language,
Dykcma,
Vn*.
pro
tem.
Saturday,
9.
hut It Is true. They have proThe roll was called by the clerk. Pres
duced more cores of rheumatism,
ent: Aid. Haulers,Van Landegend, KamErrata.— On Ut pa«e, 5th column, 42ml nerman, Flieman, Dykema, Slpp and
neuralgia,lock-jaw, palsy, spralus
line from lop: “ Every Httempt to violate" Vissers.
swellings, caked breasts, scalds,
read “Every Httempt to Mato."
The minutes of the last meeting were burns, salt-rheum ear-ache,*c., upon the human
frame, and of strains,spavin, galls. Ac., upon aniread and approved.
The election of United Slates Senator,
The following hills were presented for mals In one year than have all other pretended
remedies since the world began. They are counterl»y our Legislature, occurs on Tuesday, the payment:

fc«.wnv»D-?fcTv.*

THE

The Best Paper.

AM

DAILY

TRY

IT.

January,

POSTAGE FREE.

SUE-.

WEEKLY FOR

1870.

The approach of the Presidential election gives
unusual imuortance to the events and development* of 18(5. We shall endeavor to describe them
fully, faithfully,
and fearlessly.

Ttu B'seA/y fan has now attained^ circulationof
over seventy thousand copies. Hi readersare
found In every State and Terntm, and He quality
la w ell known to the public. We shall not onlr
BeautifullyIllustrated .
endeaver to keep it fifty up to the old iiandartf,
but to Improve and add lo Its
ts va
variety and power.
The ICIMTine AY2BICAN now In its 30th year
Thf Wttkly Sun will conllnue to be a thorough
enjoys the widest circulationof any weekly news- newspaper. All the news of the day w ill he found
paper of the kind In the world. A new volume In It, condensed wfen unimportant,at full length
irritant, all-healingpain relievers. Cripples throw
when of moment, and always, we trust, treated in
commencesJanuary 4, 1875.
a clear, Interesting and Instructivemanner.
away their crutches, the lame walk, poisonous
Its contrnts embrace the latest and most Interbites rendered harmless and the wounded are
It Is our aim to make the Wttkly Sun the best
healed without a scar The receipt is published esting Informationpertaining to the Industrial. family newspaper In the world. It will he full of
entertaining and appropriate reading of every sort,
around each bottle. They sell as no article ever Mechanical, and ScientificProgress of the World; but will print nothingto oflend the most scrupuDescriptions,
with
Beintiful
Engravings,
of
New
lous and delicatetaste. It will always contain the
before sold, and they sell because they do Just what
they pretendto do. Those woo now suffer from Inventions, New Implements.New Processes, and most Interestingstoriesand romances of the, day
carefully
selected and It-glbly printed.
rheumatism,pain or swellingdeserve to suffer If Improved Industries of all kinds; Useful Notes,
The
Agricultural
Department is a pi eminent feathey will not use CentaurLiniment, white w rappeh. Recipes, Suggestionsand Advice, by Practical ture In the Wtekly 8uit. un<\ It* articles will always
Writers,
for
Workmen*
and
Employers.
In all the
be found fresh and useful to the (sruier.
More than 1000 certificates of remarkablecures, In-

atom

IDth.

0. J. Kroon, material and work fbr engine...$ 5.40
Oeo. Jenkins,to cords 2-footwook ...........15.00
Eagle Fire Co., No. 1. nalary for 29 members, 52.25

Tuk House Committee on Commerce

Referred to the Committee on Claims
and Accounts.
A communication was received from H.
Walsh, in regard to Insurance of engine
house, etc.— Referred to Com. on Pub.

and Har-

has agreed to reduce the River

bor Appropriationbill from thirteen millions, ns

recommended by the

War, to four millions.—

How

Secretary of

are you

in-

Buildings and Property.
A request was presented from a meeting
of citizens, that the Council instructthe city cluding frozen limbs, chronic rheumatism, gout,
Attorneyto attend the meeting of the Com- runningtumors, Ac., have been received. We w ill
mittee on Revisionof the Charier, and as- send a circularcontaining certificates,the recipe,
sist them in drawing up the necessary Ac., gratis, to any one requestingIt. One bottle
Bill for enactment bv the Leirislature. of the yellow wrapper Centaur Liniment Is -worth
Bequest granted and City Att’y instructed one hundred dollarsfor spavined or sweened horses
accordingly.
and mules, or for screw-worm In sheep. Stock
A statementfrom Star Hook and Lad- owners— these liniments are worth your attention.
der Co., showing number of members en- No fondly should he withoutthem. “White wraptitled to salary was presented and referred per for family use;" Yellow wrapper for animals.
to the Committee on Fire Department.
Sold by all Druggist. 50 cents per bottle;large
The Commiltec on Streets, Roads and hollies.$1.' 0. J. B. Rofll A Co., 53 Broadway,

fluence?

The

present Archbishop of Canterbury

owe

is said to

eminence

his

to the

accident

of losing several young children at the

same time some

pt' the

Queen’s family

were attacked by the same disease. This
is his fatalism.

In addition to the annual election of
Township and City officers,next April,
a Justice of the Supreme Court, two Regents of the University, a Circuit Judge, Bridges reported, recommending the
and

Schools, are to be voted for.

New York.
Cahtohia Is more than a substitute for Castor

Oil. It Is the only tuft articlein

(Jered paid.

The Council then took a

At

pay-

ment offs.) to T. Venhuiien, for 100 yards
of gravel delivered on Eighth street.— Or-

Common

County Superintendentof

a

.

recess of

existence

which Is certain to assimilate the food, regulate

the adjourned meeting of the elec- fifteen minutes

the bowels, ere wind-colic and produce natural
The Committee on Claims and Accounts sleep. It contains neitherminerals, morphine or
committee on school matters was adopted. reported,recommending payments as alcohol, and is pleasantto take. Children ne ed
follows: G. J Kroon $5.40; Geo. Jenkins, not cry and mothers may rest.
It embraced two propositions: one provid$15.00; Eagle Fire Co., $52.25.— Report
ing for an annual school meeting in Septem- ] adopted,

tors on Tuesday evening, the report of the

ber.tovote the moneys needed for

ihcensu- The

ing fiscal year, and another providing for
the election

of

members of

all the

the

|lm' 3Mmtionnnu$.

Committee on Fire Dep’t reported,

recommending the payment of $39 to
' Star Hook
and Ladder Co.— Report

The number of tnuu independent In politicsis
The SCIENTIFICAklSICAN is the cheapest and Increasing, and the Wttkly Sun Is their paper especially. It belong* to no party, and obey* no dicbest Illustrated weekly paper published. Every tation, contendingfor principle, and for the elecnumber contains from 10 to 15 original engravings tion of the best men. It exposes lhe corruption
that disgraces the countryand threatens the overof new machinery and novel inventions.*
throw of republicanInstitutions. It has no fear
EN&SAVINQ3,illustrating Improvements, Dis- of knaves, and seeks no favors from their sup- j
portes.
coveries, and ImportantWorks, pertaining to civil
The mark ds of every kind and the fashions are
and MechanicalEngineering,Milling, Mining and
regularly reported In I * columns.
Metallurgy;Recordsof the latest progress In the
The price of the Wttkly Sun is one dollar a year
applieatiouol Steam, Steam Engineering.Rail- for a sheet of eight pages, and filly-sixcolumns.
ways, Ship-Building, Navigation. Telegraphy, Tele- As this barely pays the expenses of paper and
graph Engineering,Electricity,Magnetism, Light printing,wears not able to make any discount or
allow any premium to friends w ho mav make specand Heat.
ial efforts to extend Its circulation. Under the new
FABKSB8. Mechanics, Engineers, Inventors, law which requires postage In advance, owe dollar
a voir with twenty cents the cost of prepaid postage
Manufacturers, Chemists, Lovers of Science, added, la the rate of subscription.It Is not necesTeachers, Clergymen, Lawyers,and People of sary to gel up a club In order lo have the B oily
! Sun at this rate. Anyone w ho sends one dollar
all Professions,will find the ScienHJic Amtrican
and twenty cents will get the paper, postpaid,for
useful to them. It should have a place in every a year.
AVe have no travelling agents.
Family. Library, Study. OtBce, and Counting Room;
The Wttkly S' n,— Eight page*, fifty-six colums.
in every Reading Room, College, Academy, or
Only $1. SO • year, image prrpaid. No dieevuntt
School.
trvtn

l/iis

rale.

A year's numbers contain 832 pages and Several
The Ikiilu Sv%.~ A large four-pnge newspaper of
Hundred Engravings. Thousands uf volumes are twenty-eight column*.Dally circulationover 120,pospreserved for binding and reference.The practi- 000. All the nsw> for 2 cent*. Subscription,
tage prepaid. 55 cents a month, or |6 50 a year. To
cal receipts are well worth ten times the subscripclubs of lo or over, a discount 80 per cent’.

adopted.
Council adjourned.

board of educationat the annual charter

various aits.

For Sale.

tion price. Terms, |3.2U a year by mail, Including
p«

Addnii "TUB BUN " New York

stage. Discount to Clubs. Specialcirculars

A two-thirdsand controllingInterest In the and Specimens sent free. May be had of all News
Schooner Amur, 6032-100 ton, now lying a*, this
A CARD.
port. For further Information apply to the under- Deaiers.
signed at Holland, Mich. J. SUITE A BKO.
In connection
and city attorney were added to the comHolland. Mich , Jan. 6, 1874
with the Sdeiitijtc
To the former comrades in arms of her
American, Missis.
mittee, the former ns chairman. It was
late husband ; to the many friends and a
Munn & Co., are
also resolved to make the library a “city sympathizing public, Mrs.’ F. Van Ry, in
Solicitorsof American and Foreign Patent*,and
library,” under the immediatecontrol of behalf of herself and relatives wishes lo
Came Into the inclosurc of the subscriber, in the have the largest establishment in the world. More
return thanks for friendshipmanifested township of (Jeorgetown, on the 10th day of Nov. than fifty thousand applications have been made
the common council.
and true material aid so generously ex- 1874. four Red yearlings,o e steer and three heifers; for patents through their agency.
the steer and two of the helfors have an ear-mark
and some white on the bellcy.The owner Is rePrince Bismurk comes out of the Von tended during her late bereavement.
Patents art oblainedon the best terms, Models of
questedto call, prove property, pay charges and
Holland, Dec 30, 1874.
New
inventionsand sketches examined and adArnim trial with an increased reputation
take them
H. W. SWEET.
vice free. A notice is made in the ScftnUflc AmerOloRRtowN,
Ottawa
Co.,
Mich
. Jan. 4, 1875.
for sagacity, moderation, and self-control.
ican otn\\ Inventions Patented through this Agency,
His course through all the vexatious litigailotiers.
with the name and residence of the Patentee. PaCO
tion, and the provoking correspondence
tents are often sold in part or whole to persons atCO
them
appointed by the council. The mayor

City.

elections,instead of having three of

PATENTS.

Estrayed.

DOESBUEG,

J. 0.

mu,

me: m
NO.

EIGHTH STREET.

70,

Dru<fS,

away.

Medicines,

Special

Paints

and

Oils.

i

which preceded it, appears worthy of a

lhe

. To

the traveling public, and those leaving for
Prince and a great statesman. The letters Ur„ld 1(lpidl on
,raiD,
Bould

of Von Arnim. which have lately been
published in the European press, carry
with them a justification of Bismarck.
Whatever may have been the usage of the
German Embassy at Paris, it is plain that

state that BU

HOARD'S, 38

„

Pejrl Street. Is the

best place for a meal, or a lunch. In Grand Rapids.

tee.

Everythingnecessary for a first-class restaurant,Is
kept there and there is no unnecessary delay. Try
and

these letters ought to have been regarded

eminent was right in adopting

rigorous

The

death of Gen

philanthropist whose

it

a century, took place on Monday, Dec. 28,
the

many

ex-

biographies

we

find in

our

of the charman. Gerrit Smith was of

changes,are a

of the
Holland descent, and was born in Utica,
N. Y., March 6, 1797, and had therefore
acter

reached the ripe old age of 77 years.

Heber Walsh,

ago.

Naturally generousand a strong

philanthropist, he had been Identifiedwith

of the country. His

name was

P. Vyn.
G. Vyn.
C. Vyn.

one of the

K. Van Raalte, resigned,and
that for the purpose of receiving and coling dissatisfiedliecuuse lie refused It) aileclint! the annual taxes, he will he found
tend night sessions,the “Kansas-Nebraska on Friday, Jan. 8th, 1875, and on every
bill” being pending at that time, and the subsequent Friday during the time allowed
discussions being more than ordinarily ex- for the collection of taxes, at the store of
Bakker k Van Rauite, in the City of Holciting and important. Mr. Smith, how1). B.

afUT

of bed

9 o'clock, and rather than depart

from

Van Raalte.

B.

Holland, Mich.,

Jan.

5,

1875.

.
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BURRALS

——In

Brick

05

O

E. J.

HAVERKATE

A

SON

. AND

for

$8.00;

until further notice.

HOLLAND, -

-

CASH

:

Announce to the

Pnpllc that they have received a
large and new stock of

or

Retail
at

!!

the Lowest

PRICES.

Mich., Jan. 1st, 1874.

SL00TER & HIGGINS

GROCERIES

life,

resigned. In

1853, be

the City.

To Soldiers.

was admitted to the Bar, and subsequently
took part

in several

important trials.

An

man by nature, lie was led into
many absurd isms, and took very radical
grounds on social, political, and religious
matters, but the poor and the suffering
eccentric

always found a most
thizing friend in

among

sympa-

find his

name

those friends of the Holland Colo-

who

ny,

steadfast and

him. We

in the

early years of our

settle-

have l)cen requested to call a meeting
of all who have served in the Union Army
or Navy durinti the late War, and are now
residing in this City and vicinity, for the
purpose of effectingan organization, which
will keep up the recollectionsof the past
and perpetuatethe ties which bind us toI

gether.
For

FLOUR b FEED.
We beg leave to call the attention of the Public
the fact that we have opened, in LABARBF/S
OLD FURNITURE STORE (west of Van Lsndegend's) a FLOUR A FEED and GROCKi Y Store.
We shall keep on hand everythingthat pertains
to a complete Family Supply store.

5,

His

largest gifts

have been

made

cause of emancipation and to

for the poor.
his

He

practically illustrated

opposilionto land-monopoly by con-

tributing

from his large property nbout

200,000 acres to institutions of learning,

but the most of

it to

poor whites and

blacks in fifty-acrelots.

and

Many

SLOOTER & HIGGINS.

prints,

a volume of

his Congressional

Holland, Aug.

Mattresses,

COFFIIDTS.

CONSUMPTIVES.

til,

will be

trimmed

46-2 sly
1 «r that dread disease, Comamption, by a simremedy. In anxiousto make known to his relow sufferer*the means of cure. To all who desire
It. ho will send a copy of the prescription used,
[free of charge], with the directions for preparing
J
and using the same, which they will fliid a sure
Cure for OonnvmptU^
Arthma.
Aronchi
-*“ - ...
Mr i xsiwi'tifL* < AC.
Everybody who
Parties wishing the. prescriptionwill please wishes to purchase PAINTS, OILS, VARNISH,
Rmr. E. A W I LEON.
BRUSHES, GLASS, etc., to call and examine mv
1W Penu at, Wllllamsburgh,N. Y.
stock. The
ple

i

want

>

addrtss.

A GENTLMAN who

has suffered for years from

Flic anil Fri,

Give them a call before buying elsewhere.

15,

1874.

18,

1874.

108-ly

Holland City White Lead
Is not surpassed. It Is warrantedsuperior to any
White Lead In this market, and Is sold at much
less price. My stock is purchasedIn large quantities of firsthands, saving all jobbers’ profits, and I
can therefore afford to sell below my neighbors.

t'v

.

46-tf

of

Dry go66s,
Groceries,

R. RANTERS,

Crockery, and
Hats & Caps*

DEALER IN

Which they are offering at] Prices,that defy

STAVES, WOOD AND BARK.
I hereby give

notice

to

Competition.

•

all

Also a

complete Stock of

interested that during tins sea-

son,

will pay the Highest
Cash Price for White Oak
I

Staves.

FLOUR

GASH ON DELIVEBY

&

FEED,

-

ALWAYS ON BAUD.

-

All

o

good# purchasedof us will be

I will also contract for future delivery,
and am prepared to receive staves on any
Dock on the Banks of Black Lake, and
To any pv^of the L’ltjr.
Remember— I am not to b* undertold by aitb Jloutt River or at any of the Railroad Staiioua*
simple remedy by which he was cured. Buffer*
r*
ffei
All correspondence by Mail will receive
giou of Rctthon,’’ remain to attest hU po- I wisfingio
OR to profit by
I,y the"
the advertiser's
rt’vmrserT’ experli
experience n the State of Hichiyan. Call and see.
Give us a call before purctiMlngell
' can do “n
In
--- aj-l-prompt attention. R. RANTERS.
HEBER WALSH
New Store on River Street,next to Mm
Nitiou ai au author.
Holland, Mich., May 1, 1874- 115-tf
Druggist k Pharmacist.
V

2e"0DJ

“Sermons and Speeches by Ger- .u
premature Decay, and all
the effectsof youthful Indiscretion wllij for the
rit Smith,” “ Theologies,” “Nature the sake of sufferinghumanity, send free to all who
Base of Free Theology,” and th« “ Reli- need It, the recclpe and directionsfor making the

speeches,

47-Ss-ly

Have just opened a Large and well SelectedStock

Feather Beds,

EVERHARD.

ERROBS OF YOUTH.

Notions,
Hats & Caps.

ten,

speeches

addresses published in the public

Prints,

At Lowest Gash Prices.

Feathers,

D.
1875.

.

*

and Mill Stuff,

Oil Cloths,

, »

it.
Wall paper bought of
in the 'TMIE advertiser,having been permanentlycared free of charge.

buy homes

Ladies and

Carpets,

in 1859, an undertaking which at (hut time,

TO

Ladies' Goods,

Skirts,

Holland, Mich., Sept.

Hay, Grain,

this

JOHN

Flannels,
Repellents,
Cottonades,
Shawls,

CHEAP FOR CASH.

Flour, Feed,

Window Shades,

January 14,

Holland, Jan.

carried no great financial weight with

and well selected *fock of Fur

Wall Paper,

in

dollars in Holland township bonds, issued

full

nlture, at prices correspondingw ith the times.

purpose we will meet on Thurs1875, at 7^ o’clock in
the evening, at the Common Council

day,

our enterprise of harbor Room.
improvements, by investing two hundred
ment aided us

Always keep a

Which is more complete In every departmentthan
ever before. They have a large line of all kinds of

Gentlemen's
Underwear,

AND

8th Street, Holland,Michigan.

The oldest Furniture House in

fill mil filter tods

Yonng

DEALERS IN

MICHIGAN.

M. Reidsema & Son.

1874

-:o:-

Good* of the Best Quality and

Holland,

1874.

& SONS,
Store, WERKMAN
General Dealers.
River Street, Holland.

be found at all limes, at

Wholesale

FOR SALE BY

DOESBURG.

1874.

HARRINGTON,

Where may
4-*

the

10.

FALL!

Boots a Shoes,
Etc., Etc.

f-M

3

Hollas d, Mich., Sept.

lo

bis habits of

A full Stock of the very best Perfumery sold In
bottle or by measure.

ware,

Hats and Caps,

land.

ever, had an aversion to being out

All lhe leading Patent Medicines In the market.

Glass-

VAN LANDEGEND &MELI3.

J.

Paint Brushes.

Crockery,

IRON CORN SHELLERS,

expired, bis constituentsbe- rice

Hair and

Groceries,

+-

most prominent in connection with the
Zeeland, Mich., Dec. 31. 1874.
Kansas struggle with the Border Ruffians
and he was the personal friend and monTo the Tax-payers of the
eyed coadjutor of old John Brown in Ids
Township of Holland.
anti-slavery enterprises, and kept the UnG. J.
derground Railway trains running almost
Notice is hereby given that the underexclusively by bis liberality. In 1852, he
signed, has been appoint'd Township
w as elected to Congress, but resigned be- Treasurer of the Township of Holland,
fore his time

Steketee,

tomers that they have on hand and for sale

iR

ffl

. Mrs. N. Vyn.

nearly all the great charitableenterprises

Chamois Skin,

,

w
EH
H
0

Cfj

consent.

Trusses,

Dry Goods,

&
1)

M
Hi

lany

Brunch Office,

Desire lo inform their many friends and cus-

'A

CL

He

day dissolved by mutual

Y.

J. O.

Notice of Dissolution.

is this

A.

4->

O

18, 1874.

Notice is hereby given that the co-partgradualed from Hamilton College, which nership heretoforeexisting between the
was the recipient of his generosity a short undesignedunder the name Mrs. N. Vyn
time

i

h

Proprietor.

Holland, Sept.

A Sons,

PT

c-s

^

1—4

given.

fair indication

P. &,

Tj

The City Drug Store will be kept
open on Sundays, until further notice is HH

at

Counter, Cloth,

Special Notice.

inent before the public for more lliau half

1874. The following extracts from

& CO., 37 Park Row, N.

cor. F and 7th Sts., Washington,I). C.

i =
B

has been prom-

MUNN

>>

p
£

7, 1874.

Smith, the aged

name

cheap at this Drug Store as

as

dir- other. Medicineswarrantedto be strictly pure.

Address for the Paper, or concerning Patents,

H 2

e
o

D. Bektsch.
Holland, Mich., Dec.

lull

ections for obtaining Patents.

W-l

W

I will pay the highest market price for
dried peaches, delivered at my store.

measures to prevent their publication.

Pamphlet. 110 pages, containing laws and
(/:

Ph

Cried Peaches.

Are sold

tracted to the Invention by such notice. Semi for

to

z

O

115—

German Gov-

as confidential,and that the

W
O
H
<1
H

r/J

Delivered Free!

Store,

^

Dawi.s has the inside truck

Circuit Court meets next Thursday

dotting

-

------

Grand Haven

Boone

Mu. H.

Is

Improving gradually.

is

---

message in

The

a militia company.

-

full.

----

Lotukop is

G. V. N.

.

dependent, is making a European tour.

Next

Holland and

brass band of Zeeland made

de-

its

on Christmas eve.

Noordeloos,w

at

--

-

-

What

In wldlllonto onr Department of MILLINERY AND
LADIES' FURNISH IN(* GOODS, wi'have thl»
Sramm added to our Stock, a NEW and
COMPLETE Line of

---

littlesnow

we have been favored

BLACK AND COLORED DRESS
LADIES' READY CLOAKS,

with, helps considerableto enliven our

-

Greece Is about the size of Vermont,
The nightly prayer meetings have been
and
Palestineis one-fourth the size of
held regularly by some of the churches in
Ncw-York.

streets.

--

-

.

The new Democratic paper

in

the Hol-

land language, talked of in Grand Rapids,

The

of the Ne- evening of

ing Is received for the relief

will appear next week.

the 1st inst., was a happy affair

-

A

and a perfect success.

sufferers. #

braska

Social” at the City Hotel on the

“

---

CLOAK TRIMMING, AND SHAWLS.
HATS,
RIBBONS,

one half interestin the Corunna coal
the

FLOWERS,

Engleman

AND FEATHERS.

Thomas Kraai, formerlyresiding north Transportationcompany, for $75,000.
The “Hooks” and “Engine Boys” have
—
of
Black Lake, near Van Dyk & Co.’s
received their salary. And money has

-

.

been easy ever Hnce.

The

taxes are coming

in

The Board of

quite freely,

The

North Holland, last week.

mill, died at

Supervisors w.-re in session

and the amount collected compares favor- this week, and Mayor Cappon, and Supervisor Te Roller have been attending.
able with that of the year previous.

Those wishing to

Herr Pkbtel, Councillorof

invest in vessel pro-

perty will find an opportunityto do so, by

&

noticing the advertisementof J. Kuite
Bro.

---

----

Several of

--

The

our city parsons were agree-

ably supprised during the holidays

by

Cappon, Bertach & Co.

---

M.

of

ir>

turkeys— and they didn’t hen-

the

is

again. He

calls for articles which

he

are worth cash to him, and

will pay

it

Boots and

young people of their respective congrega- addition ot about one hundred and twenty- too.— See his advertisement.
five

tions.
-

—

new books.

A petition

It is said that the friendshipbetween
in-

is

Capt. Vanderhoek, of Grand Haven,

Rapids, fnvoring.the removal of Mr. Tur-

building an excursion steamer to run

ner as Postmasterof that city, and the

creasing daily, and that the latter begins between Grand Haven, Spring Lake
Fruitport, next summer.
to favor a third term.
J.

in circulation,in Grand

Morgan Smith,

of

and

OK THE

New

Year’s Day was enjoyed by
ice

L.

stringent prohibitionary legislation.

The Firemen

Ladies,
Gents,

The two jewelry stores of this city have
joined in with the drug shires to close their a first-class concert. Thu exact day lias
respective places of businessat eight not been decided upon, but it is very likeo’clock in the evening, Saturdays excepted. ly to

come

off on next Friday evening,at

The

Watcher,

at

and Hope

Rev. J. R. Schkpeiw,

late

True Reformed Church, at

fine

-

pencil picture and a

-

--

Allen C. Adsit, Prosecuting Attorney,
number of smaller presents.
Wm. T. PerLce, Register of Deeds, and
pastor of the
R. W. Duncan, Circuit Court CommisOur
Representative,
Mr.
I).
B.
K.
Van
Collendooru,
Raalte, left for Lansing, on Monday after- doner, are the new County officers, who

this city

has been arrested in

for sleeping in

New

as no doubt

it

L.

1, 1874.
46-iicl-ly

GUN-SMITH.
—

Two
lines,

rather feminine looking mascu-

whose names we are not supposed to

:o:

The nndiTalfrncd would reapoctfullyannoun«eto
the public of Holland and vicinity that he b?s
opened a shop for the repairing of

He would stand on the street for four Mu. Paul G sense, the unfortunate know, were seen promenading our main
thoroughfareson Christmas Eve, and but Guns, Sewing Machines, Etc.,
hours at a stretch, with his eyes closed, man, who had Ids leg broken, by that railroad
accident
the other day, is progressing for the gracefulltwist of thc canes and and all other repair* in that line, either of wood or
and not move a muscle. It is hereditary.
slowly. There are good hopes for his re- other unusuallitics would not have been metal.
His father was a policemaa.
I have located mv *hop for the present on Eighth
covery, hut

it

by the

Committeeon

ing for bounties at the rate of

$100 per

Mich., Jan.

Hedest,

Brown Miss
Dyer

7,

1875:

Stutson M.

E.

made

28 logs, of

eight 16

ft.,

eleven 14

ft.,

and

The logs were sawed and scaled

nearly 7,000 feet. The stump measured five
feet

through where cut

off.

Brown

Mr. D.

The frame for
of the C.

&

shop p> repair the

a

rails

M. L. S. R. R., has been put

Spaulding C. D.

up near the track, south-east of the depot.

Todd Andrew J.

The building is 40x80

Wm. Verreek,

feet, and is

being

completed as fast as (lie weatlier and the

P. M.

B. K.

if

Brandt, as one

of

Chnrlei

the pall bearers, was

tending the funeral of the late

at

Frank Van

Van Raalte, having nN
Township Treasurer

Holland Township, the Board has

brother;Mr. Benjamin
lice, in the

At

that another

and

better house will be

of

.
An

seventeen/years,

~ _, ^w

out of school.

r

,

Vrieslund, has

The

sued
::I

plaintiff alleges

of the settlement. The

deprivedof

late Mr. Nicholas

will only state that on

Saturday afternoon, the 26th ult., the re-

^jps

of

deceased were escorted

the

igrava fey g large
Date

war,

number of

to the

soldiers of the

now

Vyn, was one of the firm

Again another of our veteran residents
On Thursday morning the old
man II. Koning, well known as one of
our oldest citizens died at the iElna House
in the ripe old age of 75 years; his disc

was dropsy. /The ueceascTVSTTineof

known

campaign.” He came

to this

“ten-days-

country

in

mason. He lost bis helpmate in 1870, and was a wanderer
among his children and strangers, ever

soldier boys are requested to meet

making

it

a

desira- the contemplated organizationis to be lo-

pall-hearers being selected ble site for manufacturingpurposes. Sub-

cal in its extent, embracing Holland City

Mr dwM

rppM

prrsngtweQLs.The funeral sertoolf plgcg in lb« Third Reformed

the

vices

what was lacking

northern part of the State, the abundance

of the past. This

of timber in that section, rendering it a

the “Ottawa County

Church, where Rev. ff. yiferwijk, deliv- morn attractivefield
ered an appropriate sermon,

-----

tlon.

* w»

Ship Bucksmithino.done In all
with prom

ut

Ita

hranchei

ness and dispatch.

Mill owners and manufacturers
are requested to
give us a call.
Holland, Mich.. March 12, 1974.
lOS-ly

E. HEROLD.
1874. l-8^s-ly

DUURSEMA.

t.

KOFFERS.

EW STOCK
At the

GENERAL RETAIL STORE

for their general en-

ergy and business qualifications.

1
Immense Supplies of

Goods,
Goods,

Notions and Trimmings,
Hats <fc Caps,

Common Council Room next week- Dry
see the call among the Special Notices.
Furnishing
at the

arid the surrounding country; and as inifrom smopg
*nd wer® follow- sequentlythey built another saw-mill at
ed by a long train of relativesand friends. Zeeland, and erected & pump-shop and formal possible, in order to reach the
less than sixteen regiments were rep- planing mill in connectiontherewith. main object sought, i. e., an occasional sowith Went. j. Kramer in charge They have lately been operating in the cial gatheringto keep up the recollections

4

lS“S,|'n‘,'!l1ye

of the Belgian Revoluand paiticipated in part of the eu

gagements of that well

\

style and with dispatch.

the old soldiers
tion,

Win

cm-

Holland, Feb. 20th,

was at once recognized
tween Holland and Zed and and & few and felt os being natural, genuine and
years later added a flour mill, the water- spontaneous. As we understand the call,
that locality,

"

for^

built a saw-mill mx the township line be- vive him, whicli

power in

1 y,

*” Kin
"
til

nr/ m
latest

of White, Vyn & Co., who formerlyoper- The event which leads to this movement
cidents connected with the death of Frank ated the mill property, at present known was the death of Frank Van Ry, for
Van Ry, one of the veteran heroes of the as the “PUigger Mills.” * In 1860, they it revealed a tie among those who sur-

We

w

that
I

pan

plete and justly merited sketch of ikt in

“Eighth.”

^

Messrs P. Wimm*. K. WiNTEKsamU. Brower,
have formed a co partnership under the shove Arm
name, and will devote tbemsehes with all due at•eniloii and dllliM iice to anything anil everything
pertaining to the line of Engineers ind Machinists.
The Shop and Foundry are located at the old
stand, west of Hkald's.
Tut Blacksnithriiopformerlyrun by P, A K.
Winters, will he continuedas before.
Th* Plow Bl'sinkssHeretofore condncted and
managed by R. K. Heald has been transferred to
us, and will he run In connection with t» e above.
Mill Ripairino. will receive onr special atten-

Also a full line of

has left us.

The

the early days

J; ^

km

look out

:o:-

body needs to be wanting In anything
which belongsto his Hue of trade

%
iFiiN-DinsrGs

in r

and

Engineers and Machinists.

sustains his old reputation, and that no-

Mr.
........
it lilin,
hit Mi,"

turning his son

the only cause for this action on the

prevertted from publishinga regular edi- manufacturing interestof the colony, from

week, and with it
Ihe occasion of giving a com-

still

j,

damages, for

PRACTICAL

The undersigned respectfullyannounces that he

Mr. J. Borst, the teacher of that school

since.

the old firm of

tion of our paper, last

Streets.

(SUCCESSORS TO DUTTON ATUOMI’SON)

Eighth Street, City ok Holland.

interestinglaw-ault is pending before^

district for

HEROLD,

E.

Treas.— R. A. Schouten.

Vyn & Sons, of Zeelahd, has
been dissolved by mutual consent. The
tegret exceedingly that we were name of Vyn has been idenlifiedwith the

Wb

and Market

yjr

his trade as a

an existence

8th

1850, and settled here at once, pursuing

it is said

erected at onoe.

Tuesday, of

N. G.— J. Kramer.
V. G.-R. K. Heald.
R. 8.— M. Harrington.
P. S.-C. Blom, Jr.

congregations, and we have been informed be tried.by a jury,
that in tlie future the First Reformed the verdict.
new and splendid hotel at Fruitport. Church will also hold services on ChrLt-

After

a Thornuphly SatUfactory Manner.

Corner of

4«-Kcl-iy

week, the followingwere elected:

fractured limb is healing nicely.

companies and

city, on

J. Verhage, of

costing $125,000. It was insured for $52,* the country, with teams.

In

ger Co., Milwaukee,WIs.

the election of officers of the I. O.

eight or teu hands.

The
the “Pomona House,” was burned to the mas-day.
ground with all its contents on Sunday
The relief building of the Third Remorning. The fire originated in the
formed
Church, is being disposed of for
north west corner of the basement but the
stables,
barns, etc. One part of it has
cause of it is unknown When discovered it had gained a hopeless headway and been sold to Cappon, Bertach & Co., and
fanned by a wind from the north-west will he moved to their tannery, and the
aoon enveloped the whole building. The main building w ill remain on the church
Pomona House was a fine building, and lots, for the accommodationof the memwas magnificentlyfurnished,the whole bers of the congregation coming in from

$.1. to

column of Special Notices.

Justice Post and will be tried to-day.

he was suddenly called away, occa
Thc custom of holding divine sendee on
flioned by an accident to his son, aged
Christmas
and other holidays is on the inseven years, who was coasting down hill
and ran with his sleigh against a stump, crease in the several Holland congregathereby breaking his left leg. We learn tions of tliis city. On New Year’s evening
and morning services were held by all the
the little fellow is doing well, and that tb

WATCHES, CLOCKS OR JEWELRY,

TOW Something worth
anv
flA!LU) family. Address The Mcsscn
V iff fill

Raalte/ The

The best feature of the
affair is however, that when completed it
will give additional employmentto at least

Ry,

000 In reliable

Van

Csll "n u* and yno n>*y be sur*- th** appvsrsncr,
quall'ypf-wur Quods will suit you. We »r*
ready to repair,
pr lews and

1974.

filled

atlention of tax-payers is called to ins no

season will allow.

On the 27th ult., while Mr.

muiimn&mNS,

Lasdc-

also deal In second-handSewing Machines, and
parties wishingto make purchases, will do well to
call and examine my stock.
K. VELKEHS.
Holland, Mich., Oct. 10,
HI9
I

the vacancy by the appointment of hiy

last

Mrs. Melisn,

Van

AND

uend & Mkm*.

O. F. Lodge, of this

Birt John,

Elizabeth,

Jack,

IV

anda half

Randall, Eldred Dan,

Hagerty

ft.,

Street, opposl-cthe brick store of

signed his position as

the following lengths: one 20 feet long,

five 12

List of letters remaining in the Post Of-

-

-------

•

pine tree was cut, which

three 18

year.

Angel

recognized.

his behalf.

In the pineries near Carson, last week, a

Military Affairs to

equalize bounties.— This is the bill provid

fice, at Holland,

will lie a slow process. His

presented a petition fellow-laborers on the road are nobly in-

in the. Senate, signed by 10,000 soldiers, terceding in
asking for the passage of the bill reported

TOYS,

SPRIETSMA & SON.

Holland, April

January.

will he.

a standing position.

Senator Logan has

FANCY

and the Boot and Shoe Store of

•ntered upon their respective duties on the
fist of

sphere to be both pleasant and instructive

A young man

SETS,

side this city, intei.ding not only to satisfy
our old friends, hut to draw a new trade to

Fillmore, left on Wednesday, of last week,

to take charge of a congregationof the) noon, and by this time, is one of the “Hon
orables.” We hope he will find his new
same denomination, at Cincinnati.

SILVER

Cash Paid for Hides.

College qn Wednes-

$100

a

Cuti/ery,

abort notice.

Newaygo County,

in cash,

Table and Pocket

Of the Latest Styles.
CUSTOM WORK AND REPAIRING

put up a saw mill at Fremont Center,

with a car load of stock and machinery to

Jewelry

Misses and
Ciiidhen’sWear,

Our prices compare favorablewith those
Rev. P. Moerdyk, pastor of the First day. The Ann Arbor boys have returned
Reformed Church, at Grand Rapids, re- to the Univcrnty, and matters are moving of our neighbors, and il is our purpose
to compete successfully with the trade outceived from Ida congregation, Christmas, once more in the old tracks.

Mr. R. H. Fuller of Slocomb Bro. & Co.,

Silver Plated Ware,

Public Schools opened again on

Monday,

Thursday passed through this city

selectedand ever fresh stock of

Clocks,

Done

Kenyon’s Hall.

Store!

Have od hand a constantly replenished, carefully

Youths,

Mr. N. T. McGeouub and family and
S. L. Ballard, left on Thursday evening
for California.They intend to locate in
one of the suburbs of San Francisco.

intend to give our citizens

& SON. Variety and Jewelry

of Black Lake.

Con- beheld at Lansing. Mich., on the third It w as fine skn'ing, and several of our old
a success, Wednesday in January, to favor more skaters once more tried a hand at it.

and recommendsits continuance.

SPRIETSMA

Judiciously and carefullyselectedfor
thc season, and comprising the most comhun- plete assortmentof Boots and Show ever
offered in THE CITY OF HOLLAND.

instating of Hon. Lowell Halt.

A State Temperance Conventionwill dreds of people on the

Grand Rap-

gregational church of that city,

York

UL

At the Store of

ids, reports the free seal system at the

On

Slices,

---------

:

Grant and Alexander H. Stephens is

Rev.

i«

EIGHTH STREET - - - - HOLLAND, MICH

River Street grocer

P. Visser, the

at it

VAN DEN BERG,

L. & S.

roost them neither.

First Reformed Church, has received an

the

of

Dutch the employeeswent home on Christmas

the

Sabbath-School Library

A Complete Stock of Holliday
Gifts. Butterick Patterns.

At the tannery

Minister for the Netherlands at Washing-

t

FURS, GLOVES, AND H0SERIES.

etc.

Legation at Paris, has been appointed eve, with

ton.

-

Minstrel troupe that performed

here two weeks ago, “ busted up” at
Grand Haven, for want of funds, talent,

--

--------

AT

BONNETS,

---

mine has been purchased by

SILKS,

CLOAK MATERIAL AND

AT

this city.

At the parsonage of Hope Church cloth-

SILKS

ro:'*1—

are doing a brisk business at present.

ill be dedicated.

-

NEW DRESS

The new advent college at Battle Creek,
opened its first term on Monday.
------The Ottawa Iron Works at Ferrysburg,

Thursday, the True Reformed

Church,

Europe.

a tour to

—

--

-.

Saugatuck,will make

---

Mr. John Lee, of the Spring Lake In-

likely to receive

late of

FASHIONABLE MILLINERY,

Mrs. Motley, the wife of the celebrated historian, is dead.

the Dertiocrstic, vote for Senator.

Rev. J. R. Taylor,

N as-

|

the Governor’s

will give

the

attemptingto organize

but,

Next week we

for

sachuselts Scnatorship.

tion;”
sion.

it

is

in

Soldiers’ Associa-

was too formal, and lacked adhe-

Clothing,
Crockery,

Groceries,

Glassware,

Stoneware,
Flour, Feed and Grains.

Provisions,

Our Assortment of Goods is complete and selected with a
view to accommodate the various classes of Trade.

WEI
Everything

in

g*T?‘T‘T»

OECELAJP.

the line of Produce will find with us a ready

"

market and the highest prices.

RIVER. STREET,

.

" HOLLAIsfD

AFTER THE HOLIDAYS.
gay Ch»JMn.ai'-tlme it In ended.
The Holiday ct’ureehan been run,
And, while no offeree le Intended
To any particularone,
I wlrh to make one obeerTatlon.
And then, like the eeaaon, I'm done.
Th»*

To the ancient and honVablecnatom
Of giving gifta onor in the year—
Provided, of eouree, it don’t huat 'em—
All people ahould atrlve to adhere ;
And If they can give but a trifle,
Give that with a alioe of good-chcer !

chancedthis particularseason
needed eomeelippersright bad,
And hinted the same for tnat reason
On every occasion I had :
And now I am of the conviction
I must at the time have been mad \
It

I

First Nellie, my cousin, inquired
What number my boot was ; and when
I told her I thoughtI aspired
To altitudesclose upon ten,
She looked syrupathlainglyat me
And said, “ la it possible,Ben ? "

!

blood curdle,
I put my hand toward the water again
and felt several rats floating ; the air,
with a pressure of at least three atmospheres, had killed them.

i

are overflowed aud work haps, and wondering how soon
a bed of

when
iron

pyrites was met, on which the best cast

no impression ; and,
week of utterly futile work, the
design of making a sump was abandoned, and a slight roll occurring at
some little distance from the bottom
of the shaft, the coal was mined therefrom, and the cavity thus made was
used as a sump, although it only held
steel drills made
after a

a few thousand gallons of water.

!

tried to look pleated and contented —
For that wan the l*est I could do;
I took ’em all up and commented
On the beauties presented to view,
And I said th*y were “Just what I wanted !”
Aud “ twelve ia better than two ! "
I

Bnt I locked three pairs in my cloeet,
And one I have lent to Ht. Clair,
And one— I wonder whose was it 7
I gave to the Chanty Fair!
And the last- well, those are elevens,
And those arc the ones I shall wear !

And while I’m extending my “ flippers
In gratitude deep and sincere,
I wish to remark that twelve slippers
Are rather too many to steer ;
And I take this occasion for stating
That I shan’t expect any next year.

tracks

the sump was begun,
!

i

! Great hearers
Wrought with a skill superfine—
Banging from e ighta to elevens—
It ch and unique in design ;
And a dosen they made all together,
And all of the dozen were mine

tion.” The same familiar tap— taptap— tap— tap was returned, and I saw
at once that my instructor must be
among those ontside.
I rapped: “Is there any hope for
us ?” Ho answered : “ We’ll try to
save you ; a raincloud burst over the
shaft dolnging it with water, and one
of the boilers shortly afterwards ex-

stopped ; but just below the coal,

Well, ChristmasDay dawned,and the dawning
Was filled with bright visions,yon know,
And I opened my eyes, after yawning,
And glanced at the carpet below—
And nix ;ki ra qf shippersteere lying
Solemnly there in a row I
ftiv pairs of slippers

search of us, yet it was agreed that we
ahould not remain idle, but endeavor to
cut our way out into some other chamber of the mine. Picks and shovels
were lying around, where the miners
the preceding evening had left them,
and each taking one of these in hand,
we proceeded to tap lightly the coal in
order to determine, if possible, by the
sound where the thinnest pillar stood,
and, therefore,where we would have
the least ontting to do.
While we were engaged in thus
sounding the walls of our prison, a distant nimble was beard which caused ns
to stop short in our labor and look at
each other with blanched faces.
Our thoughts ran on but one thing—
the timbers in another part of the mine
must have given way and blocked us
It is generally customary to have a out completely.
“ sump,” or chamber for holding water,
We now waited motionless for the
at the bottom of the shaft, so that in gust of air which always follows a fall,
case anything should happen to the but as our lamps gave not the slightest
pumps there will be a reservoir for the flicker,we were entirely at a loss to acmine water to flow into, and which will count for it.
require some time to fill before the
So puzzled by this collection of misbreast-

We

Yet, while we would show our expression
Of love or esteem for a friend,
A proper amount of discretion
In choosing the token might tend
To add to the pleasure of getting
The littleor much we expend.

And the very next day Arabella
Propounded the query likewise—
Aud Flora and Dora and Ella
All wanted to find out my “ sixe
And the eveningI called on Alida
She measured my foot with her eyes

and tb-nce out through the

bone.
So with the sensation in descending
a shaft. Here it is not only the breath
that appears to be leaving you, but the
blood, bones, and brain all seem to be
trying to escape through the roots of
the hair ; a capillary sensation which is
auvthing but pleasant.
made the descent of 357 feet
in two and one-half minutes, aud arrived safely at tbe bottom of the shaft.
The working of our mine had been
begun on the most scientificprinciples,
but several layers of hard rock had
made the shaft extremely costly ; aud
the circumstances of the company were
somewhat straitened when we had
reached the coal vein of which wo were
in search.

'’

THREE DATS UNDERGROUND.
TLe sun on Friday, April 2, had
risen brightly on the mining- village of
Carbonoir, and the dull and dismal

We started on our tramp, after examining the two steam-pumps and noting the number of strakes per minute
they were making. The mines were
very wet, and little drippers falling
from the roof trickled down our backs,
causing very unpleasant sensations.
We did not find much to comp’ain
about in the workings till we came to
the point where the squeeze had manifested itself. Here stout timbers of
one foot and a half in diameter had
been bent into a bow-like form by tbe
pressure of thousands of tons of super-

incumbent

rock,

and the crush was

only beginning to make itself manifest.
The practicedeye of the superintendent, aided by his unerring judgment,
soon noted the points where extra
strength was required, and he gave his
orders to the “mine boss,” who carefully marked them.
We now retraced onr footsteps, and.
turning into another gangway, reached

ploded, blowing up the engine house.”
“ How did you get in ?'* I asked.
are in an air hole which communicates
with the surface.”“ What time is it ?”
“ Three o’clock, Sunday morning.”
We had been inside over two days
Would we ever escape ?
A short, silence, and he rapped
“ How far above the water are you working?” I turned to look. It was within
five feet of us. The condensed air was
exhausting our strength ; our lamps
gave a final flicker and burnt out ; I
reached down for water to bathe my

“We

!

:

throbbing temples and

felt

something

was

the body of the
Grew back with a shudder. A

soft resisting. It

boss. I
rat crawled up my leg;

it

made my

CRltiaTAIASFLOWERS.
The enow ha* been siftingand whirling,
In feathery flakes through the air,
Till window and archway and house-top
Its

pristinepurity share.

The trees that but yesterday lifted
Their gaunt arnia up to the sky,
Bend under a crowning of brillianta
A king were tco poor to buy.
Tbe birds that f o lately made mnsis
Through woodland and orchard and grove,
Where blossomsare gayer and brighter
Mid the bowers of sun-landnow rove.
The flowers whose proud beauty enrioked us,
Their sweet faces bid long ago.

And await the winter night coming,
Asleep down under the snow.
tbe glowing and radiant spltaclor
Of summer has passed from our gaze.
And barren aud bleak as the mountains,
Are the somber and comfortless days.
All

But even the while we are grieving
Over Joys that must fade at their birth.
There cometh the beam If ul story
Of a Chrlst-chlldto gladdentbe earth.

And we feel that all children are dearer,
For the babe whose star rose in tbe Baat,
Aud give thsuks for our own precious blossoms
That brighten each dear Christmasfeast.
For no

Illy or

rose of the garden

Can compare with the face* that glow
they
Afresh from the kingdom of heaven,
would come in search of us, we continuBearing gladness whereverthey go.
ed our tapping on the sides of the
And
a row of fair beads by the fireside
“breast;” but it always gave back the
Are flowers no earth froct can chill,
same ringing sound, and that was no
Blooming brightly through summer or winter,
And now we heard the sound of
All hearts with their sweetness to thrill.
guide whatever.
ioks and bars on the other side. They
Just then the wick of my lamp needad sent outside for them. It reining trimming, I searched in my pockets
Humorous.
spirited
us and we worked for life.
for a knife, and, feeling a piece of paper,
Voices of the night — Cats.
The water was within three feet of
took it ont and found that it was the
us. They soon signaled from the other
sketch of that portion of the mine.
A child’s kingdom— Lapland.
We felt that this little drawing was side that they were going to blast. Wo
How can a pugilist stand up aud setour salvation, for without it we would awaited the shock and could almost
too?
hear
the
fizzing of the fuse,
have been working blindly. After a
“ Cra— sh !”— the thunders nearly
cl6se examination of it we determined
Noose paper— A marriage certificate.
deafened me.
just where to start in order to cut into
Old Orumpv’s Definition.—Perpetua
I called the superintendent by name.
an air-hole, which was thirty feet away,
motion—
A lady’s tongue.
No answer. I put out my hand to feel
through solid coal.
Beware of the man wilh half-shut
After having decided upon the spot, him ; he was breathing faintly. I
we began work immediately. Only one reached dawn a foot to Uie watar and eyes. He’s not dreaming.
could work at a time, and as we were sprinkled it on his face. He heaved a
When I tell him he hates flattery, he
each to work fifteen minutes, in order sigh which, light though it was, says he does, being then most flattered.
to tell when the time would be up, the sounded like a deep groan in the thick,
heavy atmosphere.
The bravo man wishes to die at bis
superintendent looked at his watch.
I heard tbe tap— tap— tap— tap— tap post and bo remembered for faithful
The hands pointed to a little after
twelve. He said, “I thought it was of “attention,”and tried to answer, work.
latter,as it mnst have been almost that but had not enough strength. My face
A Tennessee funeral was dehyed for
felt suffased with blood and I could
when we began our dinner.”
half an hour to allow a horse trade.
hear
the
pulsations
of
my
heart.
They
The boss responded. “Is it noon,
seemed to become more rapid, faster- Business before pleasure was the motto.
or nieht ?”
How dreary aopmn each hour,
“Noon, of course ” answered the faster — faster, and I counted no more.
Ah it rlowly, slowly goes,
I can indistinctly remember, however,
superintendent.
To the man who aitn in auguieh
a
more
violant
crash,
and
being
violentWith a boil upon hia nose!
We thought for a time by way of determining,when the boss said : “ Have ly forced through a narrow aperture.
When we see a man begging his toyou a watch-key ?” “ Yes. ”
bacco, we feel like reminding him of
When I recovered my senses and the old adage, that “Beggars must not
“Then wind up your watch and you
can tell. The superintendentdid so recollectionI was in bed, with my be chew-sers.”
gray-haired mother bending over me
and found that his watch was almo
A young lady asked a bookseller’s
run down.
and/sking how I felt? I tried to
clerk if he had “ Festus.” “ No,” be
movf,
bat
shooting
pains
went
through
We looked at each other in sileno
my Jhole body. I looked at my hands ; answered, “but I’m afraid aboil is
Could it be that we had been thei
the! were covered with strips of plaster. coming on tbe back of my neck.”
twelve hours, and no help come to ue
It must be.
llwas about to interrogate my
The Ithaca Journal is not the best
mother when the telegraph operator authority on sporting matters. It
It seemed strange that we lit
steppVd in, and, seeing that I was con- states that the original “ home stretch ”
not yet felt the pangs of hunger ; hi
valescent, began, without questioning is the stretch across the maternal
now, our attention being called to tl
(he always was rather garrulous),to knee.
fact that we had eaten nothing all da;
acquaint me with the particulars.
we turned toward onr dinner-cans wii
Just think, if you swear off using
“You see,” he said, “we did not
a good appetite. We ate sparing!;
miss you till after the hurry and con tobacco and wearing clothes after the
however, for the reason that the peric
fusion incident to the explosion— by 1st of January, you can save $5 per
of our immurement seemed very u1
which the fireman was killed and the week at least, and §5 per week for 1,000
certain. No thirst was felt because
the ylampness of the air in the min
engineer badly hurt— were over. Then, years is 8260,000
•

;

March days, with their raw, rainy, inclement weather, looked a long way
back since the genial sunshine had the “breast” in which the roll
brightened onr dispositions and dried
had occurred. The pitch, or slope, of
our roads.
the coal-vein was here steep, nearly 45
The miners had " strnck ” the pre- degrees, which may be compared to the
vious day for seme fancied annoyance,
slant of the roof of an old-fashioned
and the inside workings and breakers
house, and we made our way with diffiweie deserted,except by the engineers
culty up the narrow man-way, on which
and firemen. We— that is, the super- steps had been cut in the rock. The
intendent, the “inside boss,” and
lower part of the “breast” was filled
mine engineer or surveyor— had decided
with coal which had not been drawn out
to take advantage of the cessation of
for several days, being left for the
work and make a trip inside, in order
miners to obtain a foothold while
particularly to look at one of the
“bearing in” on the solid coal above
“breasts,” in which a “roll” had thew.
been met, and in general to view the
The man-way was a tortuous passage,
appearance of the mine to see that none
with
barely room for one to craw)
of the doors had been left open by
which the inside air would be vitiated, through ; but, after a little trouble,we Thus reinvigorated,we started again
reached the face of the “ breast,” and onr work, and ere long had the sati
for our mines were not free from firedamp ; to observe the timbers, for in began our observations on the roll. faction of seeing that we had mac

***«***

i

There was no mistaking the fact of its
being a “ roll ;” the top rock had descended and the bottom raised till but
three inches of coal were left, and that
was so shelly that it conld easily be
crumbled between the fingers.
The superintendent took out his little
pocket-compass
from its velvet liued
clear of water.
case, and, after poising it delicately beOn the day before, out of curiosity, I
had measured tbe stream they were tween his fingers and noting the course
throwing, and found to my astonish- of the roll, stated his opinion that it
ment that their combined outputs would be met with in the next “breast,”
amounted to 3,000 gallons per minute. about five feet higher up the pitch than
now prepared to
I had not mentioned this to the sur- it was in this.
veyor, the amount being so large as to descend, when he suggested that we
make mo feel uncertain in my calcula- might as well eat our lunch here, where
tions ; yet there were those calculations it was dry, instead of going into the
in black and white according to the gangway, where we would find a diffilatest formula of American engineers, culty in getting a convenientseat. In
so that I came to the conclusion that this we acquiesced, making ourselves
they were right, but that I would not as comfortable as wo could upon lumps
of coal. We opened our cans and— but
speak of it to any one.
As our tramp was to be an extended just then a sharp, cracking noise was
one, over the whole of the mine, which heard, which brought ns all to our feet ;
in one directionwas driven for more and, following it almost instantly, the
than a mile, and had labyrinthinepas- roof was seen at a little distance to sway
sages that would have sadly puzzled and then to fall, making a draft of air
py one not acquainted with the work- which instantly extinguished our lamps
ings, we took our dinners along in the and left us standing, for the moment,
little buckets that miners carry, and bereft of speech in the darkness, while
also a bottle of oil for the supply of the dull, heavy echo reverberated till it
was lost in the recess of the mine. We
our lamps.
were, as I said, stupefied for the moThe day previous had been somewhat
ment, but soon recovered our speech
an idle one, and, knowing the course
and senses and anxiously inquired of
our trip was to take, I amused myself
each other if «i.y one had been hurt.,
by making a little sketch from the
I answered that 1 was all right, and
large mipof the vicinity of the parasked where the “inside boss ” was, for
ticular “ breast ” we intended visiting.
I had not heard his voice. The superI thought nothing of it at the time; but
intendent said he was standing by him
afterward, as will be seen, it became
when the fall came; so we produced
of the greatest importance.
matches, lighted our lamps, and looked
We took a walk thr6ugh the breaker
around ns. A glance to the left showed
and the outside workings before we
us his form, lying insensible,with a
went inside. There were the eight
cut in his forehead, the dark blotches
boilers working at a pressure of ninety
of coal-dirt on his face contrasting terpounds of steam, and trembling with
riblv with the waxy color of the skin,
the mighty force within them ; but of
rendered far more ghastly and deaththeir safety we felt no fear, as they had
like by the yellow gleam of the lamps.
a few days before been examined by the
It was evident that we were fastened
inspector and pronounced safe to a
in by the fall of coal; but tnat did not
pressure of 140 pounds to a square
cqncern us greatly, as it was well known
inch.
that we were inside, and men would
A loud hissing sound, like the rush of soon be sent in search of ns. But what
waters, caused us to turn suddenly, but were we to do with the stunned man,
it *as only the steam blowing through for by this time we had ascertained
the safety-valve. At last, our examina- that he breathed faintly. Though
tion being completed, we lighted our neither of us had the advantage of a
lamps, climbed into the oage, and gave medical education,we knew what t6 do
the engineer the signal to lower us in a case of this sort, and dampening
down the shaft slowly.
onr hardkerchiefsfrom a little dripper,
The descent in a shaft is a very pe- we laved his temples aud soon had the
culiar feeling to those who b#ve never satisfaction of observing the return of
experienced it. We have all felt the his faculties.
odd sensation in the back and breast
After we had explained the situation
when using a forty-footpolA swing. to him, which he slowly comprehended,
The feeling there is difficult to de- we took counsel,as to what were the
scribe, but may be said to be as though b§Ht means of escaping from our underthe breath m your body, instead of ground prison. •
making its natural exit, was going
Though we felt certain that it conld

had been indication^ of a “squeeze;” and also to
notice the workings of our two ten-inch
steam- pumps, which were strained to
their utmost— working as they were
under the high pressure of ninety
pounds of steam— to keep the mines
parts of the mine there

We

the.

squealing in the lower part of tl
“ breast.” We stopped work and lool
ed ih that direction, and saw, to oi
astonishment, rats in great numbei
making their way through the into
stices of the loose coal.

We thought at first that they had
some way ascertained our conditioi
and intended making a raid on ns e
i

masse, but a moment’s observationdii
pel led this idea, for they appeare
cowed and frightened,and, instead <
showing nfcht, sought seclusion und<
lumps of eoal.
r lamps had been burning bright!
some time and were now flamin
'lently.

For a moment the superintendei
ked thoughtful, then grave, then, i
utter agony, he muttered : “ By
id I believe the oath was left ui
istered) “ the water is rising— we’i

-

!

^ e stared at each other in mute d<
spair. What the thoughts of the rei
were, I cannot tell, but my own life an
’actions went like a panorama before m
mental vision. Sins of omission an
cohimission passed by in a torrent, an
my offenses magnified themselves, an
their blackness and size oversbadowe
the good acts I had done, blotting thei
out c?ftn|.iliitHljr„Bii.—
».

—

The

superintendent, thinking aud

bly, murmured, “ My wife, my child I
and we heard a deep sigh from th
boss. We turned to look at the lattei

and as we did so he fell on his face, th
blood gushing from under the bandag
in a stream. Hurriedly lifting him w
tried to staunch the wound, bnt i
vain ; tie it no matter how tightly th
blood oozed throngh the handkerohiel
The condensed air of the chambe
forced it from his body, and his face

which had been livid, became patli
and wax-like, and his pulse ceased t

of yon

• “Now, George, before you go and
play, are you quite sure you know the

tinctly recall it.

iesson Prof. Borax gave you to learn ?”

“Well, then,” he

Hair-dealers, who buy in the French
provinces the abundant tresses of the
countrywomen, pursue a traffic that is

something dangerous. Recentlv, a
countryman,whose wife had sold her
hair, caught the buyer and shaved his
head.

“

got as large a force
work, made a blast, and afterward
heard nothing from you whatever.
Then we worked on vigorously, and
when we thought we hud gone far
enough put in a slight blast, which
broke a hole, through which a gust of
air and water came, shooting you and

the

leg.

we “Oh, yes, mamma.” “Well, now,
as we could to what causes heat without light?”
continued,

“ Pickles !”

Hk

water in the air-way and extinguishing
all our lamps. We brought you to the
surface as soon as possible,carried
you with trouble through the crowd—
for there must have been nearly five
thousand people on the ground, as the
news had spread, and our conversation
through the coal had been in every
paper in the Union. Intense interest
bad been excited, and hourly telegrams
were sent away from here.”
I asked about the superintendent.
“ He is able to walk around, but has no

bluabed a fiery red;

Her heart went

1

insupportable, this death in

life

Was there no hope for us ?
WTe refilled our lamps, exhanstiii!
the oil in the bottle, and, with brain
reeling and blood gushing from ou
finger ends^againattacked thd coal.
Hark 1 Was not that a sound ? W'
listened and heard it again, and

rapped back vigorously. It ha

;

P

When you see a big, pudgy, drop
sical-lookmg fellow, with a flabby, colorless countenance—a fellow who looks
as though he had been manufactured
out of the curd of an ass’ milk, or who
reminds you of an exaggerated ohestnnt
worm— you don’t feel any more like accepting his opinion as to the “survival
of the fittest’' than you do like shaking
hands with him.— i?rooA:^n Argus.
A gentle, huabandless creature •in

to a lawyer who adverwould provide companions
remembranceof anything which oc- for unmarried persons: “My Dear
curred in those three days.” “And
Mr.
: This is to certify that I am a
the mining-boss?” “ Poor fellow 1 ”—
widow with thirteen children born; have
here he pointed to the graveyard, which
had three husbands, each of which died
was in view of my window. “ He
in peace in his own way. I have a small
weighed but 125 pounds when we found
farm, and would take another husband
him— he must have lost 70 pounds of
yet, if I could find a young one ; no old,
Illinois writes
tised that he

-

blood.”

bull-headed sardine need apply— he will

am now ten years older than when
not bo taken in. Ten dollars will be
this happened,but should I live fifty
given to you to produce the man.”
more the remembrance would be as
distinct as it is now of my Three
A pleasing incidentis told to ns by a
Days Underground.
clergyman who has just returned from
I

a health trip.

He was dead
The superintendentlooked at hi
watch. It had stopped. He shook i
and found that it had run down. Ha
another twenty- four hours passed? 1

pit-a-pat

She geutly Iiudk her head
And looked down at the mat.
He trembledin hia apeech ;
He roae from where he »at,
Aud aboiited with a acreecb,
“You’re bittingou my hat

superintend'. nt violently into the

beat.

was

Of course, a woman doesn’t want her
plants to freeze, but still one can’t
blame a man for raising a row when he
hops out of bed in the morning and
finds a geranium plant in each trowsers

were missed, they started in search of
you. I was away and did not return
till the evening of Saturday, when I at
once ordered a re- search as far as we
were able, for the water was not over
all the gangways. We supposed that
you must have taken refuge in the farther end of the mine, and we went as
far as the water would allow us, and
were just giving up the search when I
recollectedtbe air-way, where we found
you aud afterward heard your picks.
You remember the conversation by
telegraphV ”
I nodded, though I could but indis-

He

relates how a bag-

A Snake In His Boots.
A few mornings ago, Joe Niles, of
North Bennington, pulled on his boot,
which he had set out in the woodshed
the evening before. He says he “felt

gage-man on a far Western railroad was
«o impelled by force of habit that he
began to knock and kick and jam the
trunk of an elephant, a menagerie company having the beast on a flat car.
something kinder cold and squashy-like The force of habit was also strong, and
abont his toes, and oonldn’t think what the heap of blood and bones beside the
the plague had got intew his boots,” track demonstrated that for once in a
but he went out and milked five or six railroad encounter the trnnk had the
cows. When he gfot back to the house best of it. As above remarked, this inhis toes kept “tickling so he couldn’t cident comes fiom the lips of a clergystand it,” so he took off his boot, run in man lately returned from a Western tnp

his hand, and pulled out a brown snake
two feet long, that he had shoved into
changed that, for some time previously the toe of his boot. Joe don’t put his
I had been trying to loarn telegraph, boots in the woodshed any more, and
on the Morse instrument, of the •pera sends a ferret down into them every
tor at our office, and I suppose that
morning to make sure that no unwelunknowingly,I, in my tupping, ha< come visitor has crawled in over night,
back of the lungs to the front, ! not be long before parties would bo in made use of their signal of “atteu
— Troy Press.
•

from

abnnt ten feet of progress.
White I was resting and awaiting n
turn with the pick, I heard a confusf

!

in the evening, when all three

taken for his

health.

*

.
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Some prospecters are prospecting in
the Soutnem States, with a view of finding places for 80,000 English laborers ;
and if they report favorably,so many
helpers will be added to the industrial
interests of the South.

PECK OF TROUBLE.

•

A College Professor Kobbed of Forty
Thousand Dollars.
Prof. William Q. Peck, of Columbia
College, rushed into the Twenty -first
precinctstation house at noon yesterday, and said that he wanted to see
Captain McElwaine immediately, as he
had just been robbed of $40,000. Prof.
Peek was very much agitated, itfd informed Capt. McElwaine that a chest
containing family plate worth $1,000,
.

and certificatesof deposit aud other securities valued at $40,000 had been car-t
ried out of his residence, No. 120 East
Thirty-fifth street, by two young men.
Capt. McElwaine proceeded to the Professor’s residence to work the case up,
and obtained the statement of a colored
servant, who said that while sitting in

the kitchen window she saw Master
HejrJ Peek, ion df fehe Prufessor.krine'

teen y^ars oij, coi»©iin

by,

the hill door,

has cursed the county over since. The
county records show 200 of her descendants who have been criminals. In one
single generation of her unhappy line,
there were twenty children ; of these,
three died in infancy, and seventeen
survived to maturity. Of the seventepu, nine served in State prisons for
high crimes an aggregate term of fifty
years, while the others were frequent
inmates of- jails, penitentiaries and
almshouses.
Of the 906 descendants, through six
generations, from this unhappy girl
who was left on the village streets and
abandoned in her childhood, a great
number have been idiots, imbeciles,
drunkards, lunatics, paupers and prostitutes ; but 200 of the more vigorous
are on record as criminals. This neglected little child has thus cost the
county autliorities,in tha effects she
bias tMBBbitt^di hufcdrddsof thousaafjs
of dollrfs in flie expense and care of
criminals and paupers, besides the untold damage she has inflicted ou pro__ .
*

.

accompanied by two youths of about
the same age. She heard them walking
overhead in the parlor, and then heard
them apparently go up stairs to young
and public morals. When wo
Peck’s room. Slfe neil heard the hali i hl.nk °'
multitude of wretched
door opeu, and e&w the two joung men ! [)<JlnK8 "l1* 'eft upon the earth ; of
ignoranoo
carry o chest dowd the stoop. She
“*•* 1110 suffering,degradation,
----------went put, saw that they turned down and crime that one child has thus
Madison avenue to Thirty-fourthstreet, transmitted ; of the eyil sbe has caused
and on looking up saW young Peck to thousandsof innocent families, and
watching th^m from the window of his the loss to the community, we can all
room.
entering the house she feebly appreciatethe importance to the
met young Peck in the hall- way going public of the care and education of a
single pauper child.— Areu; York Times.
oat, and askod him what chest it was

:

^

----

----

-

On

mind her

—

Rewarding Brave Men.
The New York World says : A

businessand he would
galThis excited the servant’s
suspicion,snd she watched him leave lant deed has just been fitly honored by
the bouse and proceed in the same the War Department, which has predirection m the two young men who sented medals to Sergt. Woodhull,
carried the chest. She informed an- privates Harrington and Roth, and
other servant of the affair, and the lat- scouts Chapman and Dixon, of Gen.
ter on going to the extension-room of Miles’ command. The six men were
studio, behind the parlors, saw that the surprised by one hundred and twenty
plate-cheathad been stolen. The fam- 1 Indians, who poured a volley upon
ily were at church, but the servants them, stampeding their horses and
called Prof. Peck and his father-in-law, wounding everyone of their number,
Prof. Davis, out of the church and in- one fatally. Digging a shallow trench
formed them of the affair. Capt. Mc- with their kflives in the sandy soil, they
Elwaine ascertained that young Peck hold their savage assailant^ at bay till
was keeping company with a dress- night time, wten the latter withdrew,
maker, and calling on the young lady, carrying off eome fifteen of Ihcir numobtained from her a picture of Master ber killed. Several times the dildiers
Henry Peck. Seven officers were de- had to use their revolvers to -repel the
tailed to search the city for him, but charges of their foes, always reserving
shortly before 6 o’clock he returned to one cartridgefor the purpose of suicide
his father’s house alone. Capt Mc- should they be overpowered. The dying
Elwaine was notified, but on arriving man, though unable to handle a rifle,
at the house found that Prof, Davis and propped himself upright in the trench
Prof. Peck were not disposed to take .lest the knowledge of his being disany action in the cose or prosecute abled should encourage the Indians.
young Peck. The latter said he knew The long fight, too, was made under
nothing about the chest and denied a chilling rain ; that, however, furnisheverything.While working on the case ed them with water, though they drank
Capt. McElwaine obtained possession mingled with it their own blood. Food
of a list*of debts by young Peck. On they had none. So gallant and chivalthis list, which amounted in all to rous a resistancemerited nothing less
$268, James Oxley figured for $86, than the high praise of Gen. Miles in
“ Seddons Mouse
credited his dispatches,and the recognitionof
with $55, while “Owney” Oeohegan, the War Department just chronicled.
“ Paddy the Smasher,” and other sportA material reduction of rates has reing and notorious persons were similarly mentioned. At latest writing Prof. cently been made by the Sherman
Peck had not recovered his property. House, Chicago. Its proprietors are
The family refused to make afiy of the determined that it shall continue to be
details of the case public.— Mrw York the most popular hotel in Chicago with
business men and the travelingpublic
Times,
in general, and they are accomplishing
The Mother of Criminals.
i their purpose.

mind his.
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to six of Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Ihirgative
Pelletsonce a week, or, better still, one or
two each night. They are sold by dealers in
medicines.
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Smith's Instruction Book, or Secrets of Dresft-maklnic.”
10 Cents. Catalogue mailed for one Stamp.
Addreaa,very plain,
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Most people like to hear of a good
thing. We will tell them in confidence ‘hat, if
they want to be dreaeed well, they should wear
the Warwick Collar. An old adage says that
witha nir&ooUaraiRfytaan tyoots a man always
lookaiwell dressed, Ilemetuher the Warwick,
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the best in the world.

is

LAEGE ENGRAVING GIVEN EVERY TWO MONTHS, OR SIX
ENGRAVINGS A YEAR TO EVERY SUBSCRIBER OF
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!

The Northwestern Horse-Nail Co.’b
Finixhed ’’ Nail
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THK NEW YORK FIRESIDE COMPANION
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once to
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FOR YOU.

Send tamp and

get It. Free to all. Addreaa
BURST <t CO., 76 Nanau atreel, New York.

*#r day made by onr agente eelllng
staple article* need In every family.
AddreeeU. H. Miller A Co., IMRandolph-it., Chicago
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man who can keep
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Me buatneaa
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I) Til K TK A TABIjK,” a now eubecrtptton book, by Ror. T. DeWitt T image,
author of '‘mimb* Swept Up," Ac. Agent* wanted.
JOHN B. MILLER A LO., rublilhera, Chicago, III.

A

$250;A

flrat-claei.Partlotilantout free.
Addreea Wouth&Go ,8t.Loula,Mo

Alhtinrein
All who apnrec'tte “ good thing*" cannot afford to
mtaajt. The Alliancela only Sl.OO per year. Sample 3 centa. Addroia ALLIANCE, Chicago.
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MORPHINE HABIT speedily
cured by Dr. Heck’s only

iWI
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BECK,

”

"

The LightningDetective

James Dr
Cryptogram »•

’’

etc.

Millr, Author of “The Uabea In

etc.
Sasby.

8

moat ad act popular weekly for young folks. It Is the only paper which conread ahmd to little onea, and which every fathermay
unhesitatingly
place in the hands of his children. It containsn larger amount and varietyof good
reading for girls and boys than can be bad In any other weekly or monthly periodical.
largest and

TERMS FOR t87S-NOW IB THE TIME

TO SU

ESCRIBE.

MUNRCTS GIRLS AND ROYS OF AMERICA and TUE NEW YORK FIRESIDE
COMPANION: One copy of Monro's Girls and Roys of America will be sent for one yenr
any subacrlherIn the United States on receipt of $&80; two coplea for $1; or, nlue copies lor
will be sent for one year on receipt of $3 ; two copies
$90. Getter*up of Clubs can afterwardsadd single copies at $ir>0 each.
We will be responsiblefor remittancessent In RegisteredLetters, or by Post Office Money Orders.
Both papers sent to one address for $4.50. Postage free. 8|wclmen copies, wltli pictures, sent free.

to

$10. The New York FiruUie Companion
for $8t or, nine coplea for

&
Reni^yCHARGE
8l,re

for treatment until cured. Call ou or addreaa

DR*

;

tains the kind of stories which mothers want to

At XIUABV L|»Th.
19 Jackaou-eL, Chicago.

Vlvl NO

Xetc Story by Prof.

flUVRO’S GIRLS~ AND BOV* OF AMERICA.

Annl^n
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*J.0rV
A JVear Ntoru by Aytlo tonne.
Near Story by Oliver Optic, Author of “True to hi* Aim," etc., etc.
Pont/ Parlor, Author of "Old Sleuth, the Detective;”“The Shadow

READING FOR Hi'TLE

l',‘e-,"8lJrhitereattng

lit U | atory hi The Chicago
addition to lit. aermon* and edlt»ilaia.
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Judgment, and a vnat amount of informationIs given: answers to question* relating to love and
etiquette;legal and medical question*; Information for thr kitchen and household ; In fact, an! swer* to all questionsthat turn up In life, can be found In this column.
FOLKS,— T\\U Is and will continue to be one of the
prominent feature* of the paper. The contribution!
to thD department are by the very foremost
writers for childrenin tbe country. This alone makes the FIRESIDE COMPANION Invaluable to
every household where there arc children. We know of Instanceswhere the little one* Insist uikm
having these article* read over aud over again to them before the paper of the following week is Issued

the eloquent apt-aker,
la publiahtug an ex-

At SMB

V

ion Articles, Humor, Gossip, and Notices to Correspondents.
No effortor pain* are aitared to make the CORRESPONDENTS^ COLUMN most attractiveand
useful to our readrrs, Thii department la edited by a gentleman of wltle experience and sound

MONTH-Agenta wanted everywhere. Buameie honorable aud

PRATT,

is

the Wood;
"The
Dodge Club ; •’ “
;
Cord and Creaae
rte.
A etc Story by Dr. -John H. Williams, Author of "Deadly Foe*;” “Fightingfor a
Fortune; " “ Maurice Flints” ** Under a Maak,"
*
A Xctc Story by Mrs. Lucy Randall Comfort, Author of 'LittleGay, or DDInherited/'etc.
Humorous Articlesby Petroleum F.
•
A X-ac Story bu Frank Vorty, Author of "Sweetheartand Wife,” etc.
Thepaper wlllhavethebeat Afcorl Stories, Sketches, Poetry, Jiioyraphy, Fath-

A DVERTI8EE3I lend h cent* to QEO. P. ROW&LL A OO., II Park Row, New York, for their
Pamphlet et 100 pager,containing Una of S000 new*papera and oattmatea showing coat of adyertlaing.

Apply to K, E,

hr"

A

A.

Wfl

moat widely ckruiLl

8UMNK“ HAYD^ J w SAcitEt p: IUMU
k" ’, LESLIE THORNE, FRANK COREY. AGILE PENNK, Panr. JAMES
DLVii£nU»;.(,.^,'CT0N’ •VIAKY grace h alpine shirley dkowne,
BR1CKTOP, MAR V J. WINKS, R W. PKaRCB. G. L AIKEN, O. G. SMALL,
ALBERT W. AIRKN/JOHNKLDKRKIN, ALLAN DEANE.

Detective

XV
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No effort Is spared to mid to tbe Interest and varietyof the content* of the paper. Beautiful
engnvlngi are distributed to subscribersfree a* supplement*.Fairly in 1«75 we ahall publish

Imijriti

•

“

tb“ of

“TON

to

P». N.
of »nj

to

,,Elf?.’MLSvT.,!!,AN,Di!'!'-COMFOttT'

Vy »<T amart

hltnaelfAddreee
D. F. HERMANN, Hoboken, Now Jereey.

lh».

IU drcul*Uon11 ,qu*1

leuat Nix < ontlmied Stories will be published ennaUntly, and a new atory will be
commenced about every accoml week, so that new reader* will be able to get the beginning of a
atory of the Qrwtdealera,or of us, no matter at what time they may subscribe. Back numbers
can always be Lad. containingthe commenoemrntof every atory.
P4 /oflovlnu t* a Partial lift of our i\>ntfibutortfin- 1878.
OLD EH OPTIC. Ha. jOII.'l B. WILLIAMS,TONY PASTOR, PETROLEUM V NA8DV Cl Alt A

H
I

1

X

Il.eS^l‘Ci

ubinda at the head of*all the weekly latncm

lbl^Te.K'fe*,ure °f Tlf AVfp York Fire fide Companion laGood Continued ft to rice
,1''“’wreteatand pure** love atorle*. It haa the lararat Hat of popular atory writer*, and

A CO., Bth 8t.. New York.
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CAN BK MADE

that his friends carried out. He told her
to

The Road to Health.
Cleanse the stomach, bowels and blood
from all tbe acrid, corrupt and offensive accumulation* which produce functional de
pngement, and you remove the cause of
most diseasiawhich afflict tbe human family,
and thus save large doctors’binsT The moil
effectual and reliable remedy for this purpose
is found In Dr. Pierce’s Pleaaant Purgative
Pellet*. No cheap wood or paper boxes, bu'.
kept fresh and reliable in vials.
High livers, those indulging in ease and
pleasure,and those of sedentary habits, can
prevent Boils. Carbuncles, Gout. Red Skin,

GE0EGE MUNR0,

Cincinnati. O.

Publisher,
1?.

O.

84 Beekman

New York.

Streets

BOX, 5007.

” was

(fen K PICK DAY Oommlaston or 83U a week
The American Newepaper Union numbere WAitF Salary, and expeneee. We offer It and will
over l.fiOOpaper*, aeparatedinto seven aubdiviipzjrlt. Apply now. G.Wabber 4kCo.,Marton,0
iona. For aeptrate liiti and coat of advertliinv.
iddrese 8. P. SANBORN, 114 Mdnroe 8t., Chicago.

II "CyrlnprrilnofThti,K* Woi-lli K„ .« liiC.or'AS.OUO WnuUNuiipllcd '• in K
•die sinking, seal and of Receipt Rifk*. IM-ctdnriJhroino free. (’(Mil*
KRAT1VK PUBLISHING CO., Muscatine. !..wk
STENCIL CUTTING.
8. D. CHILDS, JR. A CO.,
115 FranklinSt.. CHICAGO.
The Miller and Millwright.
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was

led to follow up the traces of certain families. JChese again seemed to
be connected, aud he was induced to
search still further the genealogies of
these families. The results will remain
as permanent and most startling facts
in the history of crime and its conse-

ignorant of the fact— and their numbers are millions— it is the greatest
remedy of the age. Take one bottle
and you will be satisfied that this is no
catch penny
17

nostrum.

Postoffice pays The reamounted to $26,740,000,
quents.
the expenditure at the same time was
It should be understood by our read- $18,965,000. leaving a surplus of no
ers that ordinarily it is extremely diffi- less than $7,775,000. Tbere are 42,000
cult to trac? the descent of a criminal persons employed in the department, of
family. In cities, such* families become whom many are women, this number inbroken up, and their membei s are scat- cluding 12,500 Postmasters,9,000 clerks,
tered everywhere. In villages, though and about 20,000 sorters, carriers and
their lines of descent may be followed, messengers.
yet the retributivelaws of Providence
Wilhoft’s Anti-Pe riodio or Fever
usually carry the effects of crime only

to the third or fourth generation,”
and then the race comes to an end
through physical and moral degeneration, the final members being com“

paratively idiots, imbeciles, lunatic,
and, in some countries, cretins.

It happened, however, in

The English

ceipts for 1873

and Aqdk Tonic.— This iimluable and standard family medicine is now a hon-ehold word,
and maintains its reputation unimpaired. It
is indorsed by themtdical profession, and prescribed daily in tDe Charity Hospitaland
other hospitals in New Orleans. Wilhoft’s
Tonic is thus highly recommended by the
leading medical men of the country, and is

'

_

others. There was no almshouse in

SENT x'REE
A Book exposing tha mysteriesof
and bow any one may operate euc- -----cosafully with a capital
or 81000. Complete instructions and Illustrations to any ad-

of

dross. TUM IIRIDUE di CO., Barkbds and
Bbokkhb, 2 Wall Street.New York.

FREE

CATALOGUE
For

— § E E D S — P
WESTERN GROWN.

FRESH

U

Send your name

to

S.

E

__

Dr. 4. Walkurs (’uliforuiu Via
Express charge a. Bend for otroular
Itiltcrs ant a purely vv^uib.t
and price hat with 1,000 references.
Address C. A. COOK ft CO.. Chicago, IU. pieparatlon,made cbietly from u.o ua
FOIl NKAHLY THIRTY YEAHB THE the herbs found on ilio
tin Sierra Nevada mountains of Califor
t
nla
the medicinal propertittp of which
Wbco They are produced la *.. tbe novelties ol
changing faihtons, and in comet vattve styles are extracted therefrom withmit fht.* nn*
suited to the wants of many persona. Among tba
of Alcohol. The question w almobi
latter art the
daily asked, " What is the cause of thi.
Styles,” unparalleled success of Vinegar Bn
proper for the borne or street-beantlful in deTKKsf” Our answer is, that they remove
signs and pleasing In coloring.
the cause of disease, and the patient re
‘‘CHOCOLATE STANDARD STYLES,’
In great variety, and widely known aa moat aar- covers his health. They are the preal
vlceable prints.Nothing better for dally wear. Dlood purilier and a life-givingprinciple
These gooiltbear tickets at quoted above. Your retailer should have them, and your ei
examination ft perfect Renovator and Invigoratesad approvalwill oolnotde.
of the system. Never before in t&*
history of the world haa a medicine heeo
compounded powtetwing the remarkahU
qnalitioH of Vihkoar Gittrrs in healing tb*
tiok of every disease man is heir t<» The/
are a gentle Purgative as well as a Tonic,
relieving Ccngcrtion t»r Inflamnmtion o'
the Liver and Visceral Organs, in Biliouc
I

HASKELL

IN

THE WEST.

AGO., Rockford.HL

SEEDS.
JOHN KERN,

911 Harket Street, St. Loulit
State where yon saw this advertisement.
.

m
M

|THK BKNT

in the World,
fit Gives Universalsatisfaction.

U

WONDKUFUI. Economy.

more Bread to brl. Flour.
KUtiiS, dkc.
year's savings will buy acow.
IVO MOllK SOUK IIKEAD.
Whiter, lighter,sweeter, richer
PiaUea It.
Tbelsdleaareallin
love with it.

SAVES MILK,

v’inroab Mittkkh are ^lerient, Diaplj.-nttii'
Camiiimtive,NutritiouH, Laxative, liiuretii.
Sedative, Counter-Irritant,
Sudorific. A Ifirt*

1

KVKKYBOY

^ive.

like HOT CAKES
Ag-Beud atonce for Circular to
itiEO. F. UANTZ ft. C ,

SKLLS
7ft

1

Duane

Nt,. Nr

wYnvk.

RIFLES. HHOT-OPHg,PISTOLS^ BEV0LYKB8,

AGEras

WANTED
To sell the

CMI.hE.

$10

THE

PER DAY.

Of any and every klni. Send
forr*t»lo*u«.AdrtrfM«re»*

—a gutwi Wwrka.

HONE SHUTTLE SEW i'GMA-

"1UC

$a*. Reader II yon can make
money seUiog >h« •* HUMr SHLTl’LE.”

EXPEIttE

whether you are
CK.I) tn the l•u*i
no** or not. If you wl*h to buy a SEWING MACII1 N K fir family use, our circulars wiU show
you how to save money. Addreaa
JOtl.i BOA.
ft, Co.,CQicAao,lLU
•

SMI

PACIFIC HOTEL,

TOBtlnoaa to treat ell euee #f obataelaato marrlwr,blood
impuriUas, ertrj allmrol or akkassawhich rrwulufrom
indl.crtUonor InprudeoM,with aDparalUlodtaoertt.
Dr. W.'a aaUtUUiBWotis eharurad bj tbr HUUvf Ml*
soarl, was foundrd sad
b.ca oUblUbed to ireur*
*af*. aerulo sod nltobtorrliot Brine
••
•*rer*l mrdwiloollMts, and harlotih* axparicDe* of a
loot sad iMceMfiilUfa io hto sped Jifa* kt ha* prrfrctrd
rrmodlM ihtt art elfaotaai lo *11 U>e*« cast*. Hi« petieot*
<ar* bcla* t»«ato4bf *»»« or
tTrrrwhtit. N,
outtrr woo Wfad. oetl or write. Front tbo freal nn».
ber of aa* Baallowa ka to snabladto kaop bl« rh.rgo*
low. 36 fSges, flrloc fall ayaptooM, far too .uuip*.

&

AGENTS

WANTED

to

nprm

-------

UnitrdStatk<

ry, but a naceislty.'Wnfor-Oewa. “The moat
reoent, complete, truitworthy.M-Nafkm.
The BBST-BBoLINQBook FCBLiauD. Bend for
Circulars to Ziegler dt McCurdy, Chicago, X1L

MARRIAGE CUIDU,
W) p****,* popular book which •bould bo road bt erery
body. Ko married p*lr, or perton*eoniemplaiioi mar.
rt*|o. cm altordto do wkbMt l. It oouuln.tbe (reap,ol

GEO. W. CASE & JOHN A. RICE,

•

.

'

.

*

bu

$3.50 Per Day.
MANUFACTORYAND SALESROOM,
25 RANDOLPH ST* CH1CAGK

mroieal Uteraturo eo thl* aobjoct,lb* rtaultaof Dr. W.'a
lotj aaperiooo*: tlao tho beat thoo^t, fr^ |(t« work-

* j_ Prsjirletors.

i

ao.1

America. Boat

OFFER EXTRAORDINARY!
Ho piper Id tbe world offers such extraordinary
inducementsto new subscribers in the way of premiums, books, silverware, prtieuts, etc., as the

HIM

LOUISVILLE COURIER- JOURNAL,
an old-eatabllibed,lire, wide-awake,progreeilve,
• bright and epiey paper. 8(0,000 dietributed to ite patrpne bn let January, jfowia the
time to aubaoribe.Ctrculara. with full particula a and apecimeoeopies,
lent free on apyUcation.
TemLtS a year, and liberal offere to club* Addreaa W. H. HALDIMAK,Prea’t Court er-Journal
Company, LouiavlUe, Ky.

gft.

WHITTIER,

DR.

The only EMINENT Hotel in
the country, meeting the conservative views of the public, by

REDUCING RATES

atamp' ^
Wr*«*r»

FiTTeaimom,

No. 617 St. Charlei Street, St. Louis, No..

CHICAGO.

C AuK

23

and iApti IliliotiH
n. ii. McDonald a co.

Prngplatiiand Gen. Agt*.. Ran Frnnci*oo.California,
and cor. of Washington and Chariton St*.. N. Y.
Sold by all Druggist* aud Dialer*.

»

1

eases.

The properties of Db. WALKKirt

'40 lb*,
1

'>'•

“Standard Gray

the largest

SEED FAKIT1EUS
GEO.

11

officials,

toe.

VINEGAR
. BITTERS
____ __

NTS

1876, of

live

but never educated, and never
Economy, comfort, looks, all combine lo
kindly sheltered in a home. She beSILVER- TIPPED Shoes indispensable
came the mother of a long race of mtke
for children.Try them. Never wear through
criminalsand paupers, and her progeny at the
0

i

l

and In alphabetical order i holds
4,000 Letters, can be used on a desk
or hung to the wall. We prepay

|

lower

Oar

paper any by recommending Parsons' Purqa- Shows tbe grand results of our Ant 100 yean.
Pills to be the bent anti*biliuus medicine A book for every American. BeUa everywhere at
tight. Farmer!. Teachers, Students.Lawyers,
door relief, probablv receiving occa- in the country, we are willingto do so. -We Merchants,
School Director*, Manufacturers, Mehave had about as good a chance to know as
sionally food and clothing from the
chanics, Shippers, Salesmen, men of learning and
afiy one.' v
men who can only read, old and yoang, ali want it

the place ; but She was a subject of out-

!\

and terms, addreaa uuuBAED
HUBBARD BROS., Publl
Publishers,
either Philadelphia, Boston, or Cincinnati.

.Decatur, 111,

this

worthy of such indorsement. Whkelock,
county, that the physical vigor of the Finlay <k Co., Proprietors,New Orleans. Fob
particular family traced, preserved SALK BY ALL DbDOQISTS.
some of its members for their evil desWorthy of Note.— An exchange says
tiny, and enabled the investigatorto
there is scarcelya day passes that we do not
trace them during six generations of hear, either from persons coming into our
wickednessand miaerv. Borne seventy office or in some other way, of the succese of
years ago a young girl named “Mar- Johnson's Anodyne Linimentin the core of
garet ” was left adrift in one of these ceughs and colds, so prevalent about town
Jn*t now.
villages—it does not appear whether
through the crime or misfortune of
If we can benefit the readers of this

A monthly Journal oM6 pages. Every Miller aud
Millwright should lake It. Add’* biMi’SON AGadlt,
Cincinnati,O. 81 peranhum. Bend for sample copy.

16,000.000Rl"g«.
70,000 Ulngcra,
tcant* tY.infed for IklK
8,60( '"otiga Sold.
LA DIFS* MEDICAL UU1D* ,
Uardwtr*!)- .-BellTbrm, Byth-omfnen Pr. Pascoait, ILLUSTRATED. tl
KiDffrrgl,
iprinOdOet*,
high-tourd and comvlete upon delicateaubjecta,
Toti(r»$l,v3, nl, |Mj»tp*id,
and nonce 1* immenaelv popular. For particulars
pi
| Circular*fr«.- dda-ii

mnr>pr« and
nnA criminmmi.
t
the oroDonion
proportionof paupers
relaxed nervous system, the weak circunals in the county is alarmingly great.
lating blood, and the overworked, prosMy ILLUSTRATED BRED CATALOGUE for lFTC
The attentionof the doctor was attracttrated brain. An infant may take it, and li now reaay, and will be mailed, FREE OF
ed to certain names which everywhere
to children afflicted with worms, and CHARGE, to all applicants.English and Gorman
appeared in the criminal and pooreven adults who suffer from this cause, edition. Address
house records of the county, and he
•

...

HOG RINGER.

In the meeting held yesterday of the
In the time of Pope Pelagius II. -a
State Charities Aid Association, Dr.
plague
raged at Romo of so fatal a naHarris brought forward some of the
ture that people seized with it died sneezmost remarkable statistics which have
ever been obtained in the science of ing and gaping, whence came the cuscriminal reform. While reading of the tom of saying “ God bless you 1” when
a person sneezes, and of Roman Cathoefforts of the Prison Association, the
attentionof the doctor was called to a lics making the sign of the cross upon
county on the Upper Hudson, where the mouth when any one gapes.
there was a remarkable proportion of
Apply the Remedy.— It appears that
crime and poverty to the whole populawe need no longer bo tormentedwith
tion. The county containedbut one
Liver, Kidney, Bladder, and Glandular
town and only small villages, with a Diseases,Mental aud Physical Debility,
populationof some 40,000; yet the Partial Paralysis, Inflammatory and
number of paupers in its almshouse Chronic Rheumatism,Dyspepsia aud
was 480, or about 1 in 80, not reckonMorbic Humors of the Blood. Dr.
ing a considerablenumber assisted by Walker’s Vegetable Vinegar Ritters
out-door relief. This proportion is
conquers the causes of all of the above
probably gre iter than that of London
irregularities by securing pcrjcct digesor Paris, but of this we cannot be certion, n. proper flow of bile, and & free
tain, owing to the defective method
discharge of all waste matter. It is not
everywhere adopted in the statisticsof
a vile, doctored whisky, gotten up to depauperism of enumerating names as

book agents

ENGRAVING,

,
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Mry. IFNoith Egfath
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poet-paid far 50

Fee, containing vajit
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Amendment.

I

fought fairly, or Q

;

world has never

That the present system of electing our g|aleg

wjl|1

civil

Presidentand Vice-President, is defectlvjj cUy| t0Wn8|iip, ward,
in

many

resects, lias

may

yet lead to serious troubles

in the future. Leading

minds have

and

will notice the following

two:

State,

individual

—may come. Our

^njyry |H |0 end with a

|

pre-

gjlrtu

ented amendments and substitutes of shock of
which we

the

been demonstratedHgHinst individual,ward, township, city,

on more than one occasion, and which is COunty, and
.Hill worse,

war such as

—a war,

not of
but of Slate, county,

seen,

^

first

tor Wright, in a Joint resolution,submit-

HEBER

political crisis,

.

wise if we take care that the

conflict shall not be too great.

The obvious perils of the present plan of

Before the late recess of Congress,Sena-

THIS SPACE BELONGS TO

meeting the

crisis

Established in

A Change

Inelligibleto reflection ; that every male

USB

Probate Order.

citizen over 21 years and not convictedof

QTATK OP MICHIGAN, COUNTY OP OTTAO wa — aa. At a aea-lon of the ProbateCourt of

infamous crimes shall have a right to vote;

the County of Ottawa, holden at the Probate
Office, In the City of Urand Haven. In aald Coun
ty.on Wednesday, the thirtiethday of December.
In the year one thousand eight hundred and
eeventy-four.Present: Samuil L. Tat*, Judge

that the election for President and Vice

same

time,

but,

If

of Probate.
In the matter of the Estate of

no one receives a majority, another

which only
two receiving the largest number of

election shall be ordered, at

Jan U.

MARSH’S COUGH SYRUP.
It will cure

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Whooping Cough,

Iluls,

deceased.

Croup,

reading and filing the petition,duly verified, of
Anneua J. Irllebrands, Administratorof said estate.
representing
that said eatate is Inlly adminisvotes at the previous voting shall be voted
tered. and praying that a day may be appointed by
lor, and that the electionreturns shall lie this court, for the hearing and examinationof his
canvassed by the Supreme Court of the U- final account,that tt>« same may he allowed, the
residue of said estate assigned the heirs at law,
nited Stales, and the certificateissued by and he discharged from farther tra»ta*suchadministrator.
that tribunal.
Thereupon It ta Ordered. That Wednesdaythe
The other, is the plan proposed by Sena- third day of Pebraarynext, at one o'clockIn the
afternoon, bo assigned for the hearing of »a!d petor Morton, at the last session of Congress, tition and that (be heirs at law of the said deceased
and all other persons Interested In said estate,are
and upon which it is expected, action will required to appear at a session of said Court, then
be taken soon after the recess. It was re- to be ho den at the Probate Office, in Grand Haven,
In said County, and show cause, if any there he,
ported by Senator Morton, as Chairman of why the prayer cf the petitioner should uot be
granted: And it Is further ordered, That said petlthe Committee on Privileges and Elections, Uonei give notice to the person* interested in said
and is in brief, this: Each State is to he estate,of the pendency of said petition and the
hearing thereof by causinga copy of the older to
divided into as many eiectorialdistrictsas be published In the “Holland Citt Niwm" a
newspaper printed and circulated In said County
it has Representativesin Congress.The
of Ottawa,for three successiveweeks previous to
vote of each district would be certified to said day of hearing.
A true copy. (Attest) SAMUEL L. TATE.
the proper authorities,and would be countJudge of Probate.

the

O.i

ed as one vote for the Presidentialcandidate

who

The

QTATE

candidate car-

O

any State is to he creditedwith the two
votes from the State at large as represented
its

Senators. The candidatewho has a

majority or a pluralityof all the Presidential votes is to

he President.The Vice-

Presidentis to he elected

in the

same way.

The eiectorialdistricts are to be formed
by the Legislatures of the respective Slates,
but Congress is to have power to rearrange
the districts, if

It

wishes, and to establish

tribunalsfor the decision of contested,
elections.

One of the principal defects In the present system

is,

that the minority,however

large, is deprived of its just weight, and

indeed of any weight. If the total vote

of the

stale

of

New York, footing up

700,000. allows a barn majorityof a hun-

dred or two votes

one party, the Presi-

for

dential nominee of that party will receive

the 33 electoral votes of the State.

A

OF MICHIGAN. COUNTY OF OTTA-

wa.— **: At a session of the Probate Court
of the County of Ottawa, holden at the Probate
Office,In the City of Grand Haven. In said County, on Tuesday, the fifteenthdar of December,
In the year one thousand eight hundred »nd
seventy-four.Present: Samuel L. Tat*, Jndge

rying a majority of the aggregatevote of

by

THROAT

A

IT

D

and

L

For Sale by

rays

w

We

all

U

ra

at tie cut

m

Stteelf

Eighth

Hardware

Store

E. VAN DER VEEN,

BOOTS, SEOES,
EUBBEES, ETC,

_

A Very

Wagon

Mortgage

Horse Trimmings,
Glass, Putty,

Sale.

Carpenters’ Tools,

Watches, Silver Ware,

Clccks,

A JOBBING D0N1
E.

8. K.

cor.

Jewelry, Pocket-Knives.
nisstcd.

of the frontier and the hack-country

Default having been made
payment

of a

iu

are confident we can satisfy all

certain Indenture of Mongage, which

wou\d be held hack until those of was made and executedby Arend Cloetlngh, and
the more accessiblecommunities )md h^eu Trjntje Cloetlnghhit wife, of the City of
Holland. Ottawa County, State of Michigan, to
announced, and would then he floctofcd Arthur W. Currier and Theodore C. Putnam of the
City of Grand Rapids. KenKouety, Stateof Michto meet the exigencies of the case. Tlje
igan, parties of the second part, on the twentyfraudulentvotes of ope large city might kccpudifcidjdayofApril. In the year of onr Lotf

A

STEAM

KILIfcT,

WE

DRY lb Q OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A

DOORS, SASH

AND BLINDS,

Or anything in onr line, manufactured on abort
nollst.

•

H.

W.

Veriikkk & Co.
4fl

JACOB FLIEMAN,
Has re-opened bis carriage and wagon manufactory at his old stand on River atreel,where ha
may be found, ready at all times to make anything In the line of

Top or Open Buggies,

Mucus

Light & Heavy Wagons,

the conditions of

Sleighs,

KEARNEY’S

districts

wh«

SPECIALITY.

BLADDER A KIDNEYS,

Colculus Gravel orBrlckdnst Deposit and
or Milky Di«charges.

Most Approved Pattern*;
want

AND

GOUT, GRAVEL STRICTURES,
BETES, D1SPEPSIA,NERVOUS
DEBILITY, DROPSEY,

Mortgage Sale.

And we

the

IDRjY

BRIGHT’S DISEASE,

votes of

Of

WE HAVE

BUCHU!

peyy

we have purchased entire new Machinery,

Or Re-Sawing Done.

4fi-Xcl-ly

KEARETETTS

Illi-

4«4sly

Planing, Matching,

AT 8H0BT NOTICI.

Sts.

,

In re-building our new abop

These goods will be sold at the lowest possible Price. LTiryirtloli WmuWdtobi jnitai B«p-

VAN DER VEEN.

8th A River

HOLLAND, mOB,

Planing Mill.

Spectacles, A

Watches, clocks and Jewelry Repaired in the
And many other things too numerous to men- best manner.
tion.
Holland, Mich., December 1. 1874.

kXFAIOO

•

FKCEITIX

Paints, Oils,
Nalls, etc.

Farmers’ Implements,

large stock on hand.

SthStnit, -

COOK, PARLOR AND

Fluid Extract

many

City.

MANUFACTURERSOF AND DEALERS IN

dred and fifl>-ninedollars and eighteen cents ($259 18); And no suit or proceedingseither In law or In
nois. If a delegation is equally divided, equity having been commenced to recover the
same or any part thereof : Now therefore notice is
its Slate loses her vote. There is endless hereby given that ok Monday IhtfiflttnlhWh)day
February,one thousand eight hundred and fneiopportunityfor wire-pulling, bargaining, of
ty-Jire (A. D 1875), at one o'c’ock In the afternoon
and corruption. In 1800, when Jefferson of said day. at the front door of the Court House,
iu the city of Grand Haven, In said County of Ottaand Burr had a tie vote, the struggle in wa, and Stale ot Michigan, that being the place
The only known remedy for
holding the Circuit ( mirt for said County,
Congress shook the whole country. In for
there will ne sold at public auction or vendue
the session of 1828-9, the House elected to the high* st bidder,the premises described
In said Mortgage or so much thereof as may be
J^lin Quincy Adams over Jackson at a necessaryto satisfythe amount due and payable
And a positive remedy for
great cost of strife and had blood, which on said Mortgage,with Interest thereon, and all
the legal co.t* and charges of such sale and also
DIAlastodawhologeneration. That quarrel an Attorney fe« of twenty (20' dollars as provided
for in said Mortgage. In case proceedings should he
cost
Clay the Presidency. Enough taken to foreclose the same. The following Is the
people believed (he story of his having description of the lands and premises, situated In Non-retention or Incontinenceof Urine, Irritation,
the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, as
Inflamatlon or Ulceration of the
corruptly coalescedwith Adams to defeat appears in said Mortgage,to-wll: The South half
or Lot numbered Two (2), In Block numbered Sixtyhim whepeyer J?e hm.
Six (66), In aald City of Holland, accordingto the
The plan of elec|iiig the President by a recorded map of the same.
SPERMATORRHOEA,
Dated: UollaKIi. November 10th, A. D. 1874.
CHARLES SCOTT. Mortgagee.
direct popular vote, as proposed in SenaLeucorrhoeeor Whites, Diseases of the Prostate
Howard A MoBbidi, AWyt for Mortgagee.
Gland, Stone in the Bladder,
tor Wrights' resolutions, would open the

innumerable.JThe

Holland

!

Hard-ware.

nrst

door to frauds

Proprietor.

sides at bait the peice dthee stoees cbaebe.

LARGE
STOCK
- G-EITERjAIj

Whereas default having been made in the condl
give him none. tlons of payment of a certain Indentureof Mortgage bearing date the nineteenth (IB) day of March,
Here is a change of Ofl electoralvotes de- in the year of onr Lord one thousand eight hunpending. perhaps, upon 60 individual dred and seventy-two(187S). made and executedby
Arend Cloetlnghand Trljntle.h*s wife, cf the City
votes in a corrupt ward of New York City. of Hoiiaii*!, !n •heCountyofOttawa,State of Michigan. part-esof the
‘ Char'es Scott ofthe
Then, again, when no candidatereceives same place party of the second part, anu recorded
an absolute majorityof all the electoral In the office of the Riglster of Deeds In and for
the Coanty of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, on
votes, the choice devolves upon the House, th»* Twentieth ($') day of March, one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-two(A.D. 1870 atone
which must vote on the three highest can- o'clock P. M. of said day. In Liber “T” of Mortdidates. The delegation from each Slate gages, on page five hundred and fifteen (5i5l; And
whereas there Is claimed to be due and unpaid at
casts one vote. This makes Nevada equal this date on said Mortgage,the sum of two hunequal to

WALSH,

do not purchase Physicians, and have no percentage to pay to any one.

now

New York, and Delaware

IT Q- S.

Dealers.

nminiQNs

votes more to give its party nominee these

to

affections of the

all

H.

of Pronate.
Grttefnlly acknowledgingthe liberal patroIn the matter of the Estate of Lambert J. Van
nage of his many friends and customers
DU, deceased.
in the past, respectfullyinvites
on reading and filing the petition,duly verified,
the attentionof the
of Francina B. Wakker, late widow of said dePublic to bis
ceased. praying among other things for the Prohate of an InstrnmentIn writingflledinthlsCourt.
purporting to he the last will and testament of
Lambert J. Vau Dis, deceasedand that administraOF
tion thereof may he granted to the person named
therein as Executrix.
Thereupon it Is ordered,That Wednesday, the
twentieth day of January next, at one o’clock in
the afternoon, be assignedfor the hearing of said
petition and that the heirs at law of the said deceased. and all other persons interested in said estate, are required to appear at a sessionof said
Court. then to be holden at the Probate Office, In I hope to see all my old ft lends and many new
Grand Haven, in said County, and show cause, if
ones to examine my goods, so well
any there be, why the prayer of the petitioner
•elected for the trade.
should not he granted: Andr
It is
‘
further ordered,
We
have
ob
Usd
a full Ancrtacct of the Put
That said petitioner
itloi
give notice to the persons interested In said estate,of the pendency of said i*eBEATING STOVES.
litiun and the hearing thereof by causing a copy of
this order to be published In the “Holland Citt
Stove-Pipe, Stove Furniture, Etc.,
Nkws" a newspaper piloted and emulated in said
County of Ottawa,for three successiveweeks preHorse Nalls,
vious to said div
lay of hearing
Horae Shoes,
A true copy. [Attest] SAMUEL L. TATE,
Judge of Probate.
Springs,

minority that needed only 200 or 2,000
83 electoral votes can

Asthma, Bronchitis,

Probate Order.

received a majority of the ballots

cast In that district.

In Michigan since 1857.

of Programme Each Week.

tial election.”

a majority of all totes cast shall elect,

“CITY DRUG STORE.”

New York from 1845-1857.

six years, and that the President shall be

and

.,

should be promptly re-

proposed
to the Constitution, amendment seems to be a panacea,and we
which promises that the President and trust that Congress will give the State LegVice President shall ire elected by a direct islaturesthe cnance to ratify or reject it,
before we enter upon the next Presidenvote of the people and each hold office for

President shall he held at the

H

L S

-A.

moved. Senator Morton’s

an amendment

ted

Proprietor cf

-W

Trucks, Etc., Etc.

A good assortment of Thimble Skeins always
on hand.
WarrantedSeat-Springsof any Shane or style.

EXTRACT BUCHU
Permanently Cures all Dlscasea of the

I

USE NOTHING BUT

BLADDER, KIDNEYS, AND DROPSICAL
SWELLINGS,

hno thousandeight hundred and seventy-three (A.
THOfiOOGHLT SEASONED LOUDER,
D. 1871J which was recorded In the Officeof tht
Existing In Men, Women and Children,
Register' of Divide of the County of Ottawa In
My Spokes and Hubs are manufactured from
the State of Michigan,on the seventh (7th»day
AGE!
method would deprive the small States of of May.'in the yepr of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred »nd seventy-three (A. D, 187*,)
Steal Gnitli Eutin
Prof. Steel rays: “One bottle of Kearney's
the exaggeratedpower they obtain by their at 8 p'clpckA. M., on pages 624, and 6)6, of
Fluid Extract Buchu is worth more than all other
two Senatorinl votes, and no amendment Liber ‘H’ of Mortgages, In said office, by which Buchus combined."
I have opened In the old Lawrcnee place, oppodefault the power of sfile cou'ainedIn the said
Price, One Dollar per bottle,or Six bottles for site the Post Office, on Eighth Street.
can he carried ^.hout tlw concurrenceof mortgage has bccgnie operative, and on which Five
General Blacksmithlng done with ncatncee r
Dollars.
mortgage there Is Is how claimed to bedu« the sum
aid dispatch.
some of ihesraall ^tates, and nopeoftl^em of Three hundred twentVrtwo dollars and ninety
AMS EATING SALOON,
will favor this. Senator Morton's pl/tn cents ($&!.U0) of firiuclpaland Interest, togethIipoti 101 Dnais St, Hev Tori,
And I hereby Inform the public that a ready
Speciality.
would obviate this and other evils. Tjic
A Physician In attendanceto answer correspon- lunch will be served at any time of the day, wlihThanklcg
mr
old
critomera
for past favors,
out the least delay.
deuco and give advice gratis.
minority party in a State would have its foreclositreand sale, as also pi
I solicita call from them, and as many new onei
provided in said Mort$y Send stamp for Pamphlets,free. 121-173
as want anything In my line.
to atilt of pimreuings either in law or
Just weight, as it jd‘»e* now, in the election gage; and no
In equity, having beeh commencedfor the foreJ. FLIEMAN.
of Congressmen. Fraud would have oply closure o’f said Mortage, or the collection of the
Farmers coming to town, will find this a comTO
necured thereby, or any part tin reef, Notice
fortable and pleasant resort.
local effect, and corruptionistscould debt
Is’ therefore hereby given, that hy Virtue of /he
F. CONVERSE.
change only two or three of the electoral power of aale In aa|/f Mortgage contained. I shall
Holland. Mich.. Dec. 4, 1874.
setl at nubile auction to the highest bidder, /he
DEALER IN
votes of any city instead of all the elec- lauds and premises described In said Mortgage
on 'ihi eiemdh (It) day of January. In the year
toral votes of the State. A contested elecOf our JJtrd'otit ttytumnd tight hundred and twentyOF
SEXES.
(A. p. )F7!J). at too o dock in the gfltmoon cf
tion in any district would be speedily pass*

change the election.Other objectiopg
can he urged, and among them, that this

BTNO MATTER WHAT THE

link

All

^

Work

Warranted. lU

A RE5IAIM

Horse Shoeing a

»

--

WE

-

CHOICE LIQUORS & CI0ARS.

47-fccl-ly

J. E. HIGGINS,

BOTH

edupon

MUTO
,
(ha

by competent tribunals appointed

purpoae.

the

____

No

r

Meat Market,

Charge for Adtlee and Conndtation

)

Michigan, ^jl .he^ig the place where the (’Irenlt
for the
TCourTfor Wb kald County of Ottawa Is Imklpn. Do. J. B. Dyott. graduate of Jefferson Medical
“Both political parities, ' sayi tbe citioa- j which said lands, and premisesare describedas College,Philadelphia, author of several valuable
works, can be consulted on all diseases of the Sexu
go Tribun, In C„um«n,lSf »,»« .1,1, .ubal or UrinaryOrgana, (which he has made an esSince the dissolution of our co-partnership, I am
ppeUI study) either In mail or female,no matter cat tying on this business alone, at the OLD STORE,
Jec., “are .-qually
l„ iU,nfrom what cause originating or of how long stand- where I can be found at all times, and where I will
form. If corruption In
City. South half 0*)of lot number Two (3) In Block ing. A practice of 8o years enables him to treat •keep constantly on hand, the choicest of Salt and
disease* with success. Cures guaranteed. Charges Frm Meat*, and offer them at the lowest prices.
Uireatvna
sup,c»Hoy fn«, .),« K<reasonable Those at a distance can forward letter I expect to sec all our old friends,to come and call
publicans, corruption
PJ/lladflpkifl to thfc recorded map of .aid cltv.”
describing symptoms and encloeiugstamp to pre-. on mo, when I will offer them such bargains as will
Induce them to purchase their daily rations with
blirGHlenH U, e,,u,,lcrbal„we
C. 1 SenTfor the Guide to Health. PncelOc.
me. •
party can affor^l to win by
j/^ga,
mtgagee
J. B. DYOTT, M.D.,
JACOB KUITE.
Jlremundoub struggle
1876 must IteH D. P<]osT, Attorneyfor Motgagees.
Physicianand Surgepn, HM Duane 8t., N. Y.
Holland, Feb. 14,t1874.
46-28-tf

l^er^

to

,

Jacob Kuite.

1

MILL FEED, CORN, &c.
AH ordera promptly attended to. '
AGKHT FOR

New York
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K JWljH-r M&ggtfr
.fnmd. T.te
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U.S.Ex. Co.
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